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USITC FINDS U.S. INDUSTRY
LIKELY TO BE INJURED BY IMPORTS OF.METHYL
ALCOHOL FROM CANADA SOLD AT LESS THAN FAIR VALUE
The United States International Trade Commission today reported
to the Secretary of the Treasury its determination that a domestic
industry is likely to be injured as a result of sales of methyl
alcohol from Canada in the United States at less than fair value
(LTFV) within the

meani~g

of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended.

Chai,rman Joseph 0. Parker and Commissioners George M. Moore
and Catheri'ne Bedell determined in the affirmative with respect to
imports from Canada; Vice Chairman Bill Alber9er and Commissioner
Paula Stern .dissented.
The Commission's investigation was instituted on April 4, 1979,
after receipt of advice from the Treasury Department that methyl
alcohol

f~om

Canada is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United

States at LTFV.

Treasury'·s investigation was limited to one Canadian

manufacturer, Alberta Gas Chemicals, Ltd. (AGCL), the only Canadian
firm that exports methyl alcohol to the United States.

Fair-value

comparisons were made on roughly 72 percent of AGCL's sales of the
subject merchandise during the period of Treasury's investigation.
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USITC FINDS U.S. 'INdUSTRY LIKELY TO BE INJURED BY IMPORTS OF METHYL ALCOHOL FROM
CANADA SOLD AT -LESS THAN fAI.R V:ALUE
2

Margins ranging from 9.9 percent to 108.6 percent were found on 100
percent of the sales compared, with a weighted average margin of 59.2
percent.
Methyl alcohol is a colorless, flammable, poisonous liquid used
primarily as a raw material in the manufacture of other chemicals,
particularly formaldehyde, and as a general solvent.

Eight firms

currently produce methyl alcohol within the United States at nine
plant sites, most of which are located in Texas and Louisiana.
Canada accounted for 86 percent of all imports of methyl
alcohol into the United States in 1977 and 71 percent of imports in
1978.

Total imports increased by 15 percent from 418 million pounds

·in 1977 to 479 million pounds in 1978.
Data gathered by the Commission for 1976-78 indicate upward
trends in production, captive use, and open-market shipments.

Down-

ward trends are evident in capacity utilization, inventories, the
number of production and related workers producing methyl alcohol,
and the profitability of U.S. producers on their methyl alcohol
operations.

Total imports increased each year, while those from

Canada increased in 1977 and then decreased in 1978.
The Commission's public report, Methyl Alcohol From Canada
(USITC Publication 986), contains the views of the Commissioners
and information developed during the investigation {No. AA1921-202).
Copies may be obtained by calling (202) 523-5178 or from.the Office
of the Secretary, 701 E Street NW., Washington, D.C. 20436.
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
(AA1921-202)
METHYL ALCOHOL FROM CANADA
Detennination

On the basis of the information obtained in the investigation, the Commission
determines (Vice Chairman Alberger and Commissioner Stern dissenting), that an industry
in the United States is likely to be injured by reason of the importation of methyl
alcohol from Canada, which the Department of the Treasury has determined is being,
or is likely to be, sold at less than fair value within the meaning of the Antidumping
Act, 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160(a)).
Background

On March 29, 1979, the United States International Trade Commission received
advice from the Department of the Treasury that methyl alcohol from Canada is being,
or is likely to be, sold in the United States at less than fair value within the
meaning of the Antidumping Act.

Accordingly, on April 4, 1979, the Commission

instituted investigation No. AA1921-202 under section 20l(a) of said act to
determine whether an industry in the United States is being or is likely to be injured,
or is prevented from being established, by reason of the importation of such
merchandise into the United States.
Notice of the institution of the investigation and of the public hearing held
in connection therewith was published in the Federal Register of April 11, 1979
(44 F.R. 21718).

The public hearing was held in Washington, D.C., on May 15 and 16,

1979, and all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in
person or by counsel.
In arriving at its determination, the Commission gave due consideration to all
written submissions from interested persons and information adduced at the hearing,
provided by the Department of the Treasury, and obtained by the Commission's staff
from questionnaires, personal interviews, and other sources.
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Statement of Reasons of Chairman Joseph 0. Parker and
Commissioners George M. Moore and Catherine Bedell
The Commission instituted this investigation on April 4, 1979,
upon receipt of advice from the Department of the Treasury that methyl
alcohol from Canada is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States
at less than fair value.

This investigation (No. AA1921-202) by the

Commission is conducted pursuant to section 20l(a) of the Antidumping
Act, 1921, as amended, to determine whether an industry in the United
States is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from being
established, by reason of the importation of such merchandise into the
United States.

In an earlier preliminary investigation, the Commission

had determined that there was a reasonable indication of injury or likelihood
of injury by reason of the importation of such merchandise, allegedly sold
at less than fair value, which resulted in a full investigation of the
matter.
Determination
On the basis of the information obtained in this investigation, we
have determined that an industry in the United States is likely to be injured
by reason of the importation of methyl alcohol from Canada which Treasury
has determined is being, or is likely to be, sold at LTFV.
The investigation by the Department of the Treasury of the pricing
of methyl alcohol imported from Canada covered the 6-month period from
January 1, 1978, through June 30, 1978.

The investigation was limited to

sales by Alberta Gas Chemicals Limited (AGCL), which accounted for virtually
all imports of methyl alcohol from Canada.

Fair-value

compa~isons

were

made on approximately 72 percent of the sales of the subject merchandise,
and dumping margins ranging from 9.9 percent to 108.6 percent were found on
all the sales compared.

The weighted average margin of dumping as determined

by the Department of the Treasury was 59.2 percent.

3

The domestic industry which is the subject of this investigation
consists of eight firms with nine plants producing methyl alcohol.
They are located principally in Texas and Louisiana.
capital intensive and hig?ly

The industry is

co~petitive.

Prior to 1975, the principal Canadian exporter, AGCL, did not produce
methyl alcohol.

The company brought on stream two producing units in

early 1975 and in May 1976, respectively, in Medicine Hat, Alberta.

These

production facilities, when combined with those of the other Canadian
producer, had the capacity to produce methyl alcohol in quantities far
exceeding Canadian internal demand.

This excess capacity was used to

produce methyl alcohol for export, the majority of which was sold in
U.S. markets at prices which the Department of the Treasury has determined
were at less than fair value.
In July 1976, AGCL obtained approval from the Energy Resources
Conservation Board of Alberta to use natural gas as a raw material in the
production of methyl alcohol which would be produced in two additional
facilities to be constructed at the Medicine Hat, Alberta site.

Natural

gas is the principal raw material used in the production of methyl alcohol
and since AGCL has access to natural gas at a price much lower than that
at which it is available in the U.S., AGCL is assured of a low cost
supply of the primary raw material necessary for its expanded production.
Although AGCL has

~ot

made a final determination on whether to

proceed with this construction, the outcome of this investigation
conceivably may be a factor in

th~

final decision.

If AGCL is

permitted to continue to sell at LTFV in this market and the additional
capacity under consideration is brought into being, about 700 million pounds
of methyl alcohol will be available for export to the United States.
The additional supply is the equivalent of more than 10" percent of current
U.S. consumption.

The U.S. market is a logical market for any increased

4

Canadian production.
Imports of methyl alcohol from Canada increased from about 70 million
pounds in 1975 to 357 million pounds in 1977..

Imports during the first

6 months of 1978 continued at a record pace, but after the filing of the
antidumping petition, imports decreased and the total for the year 1978
was slightly below that for 1977.

The ratio of imports from Canada to

apparent open-market consumption increased from 8 percent in 1976 to 13
percent in 1977, but decreased to about 11 percent in 1978.
Several factors facilitate this penetration of the U.S. market by
LTFV imports from Canada.

After the establishment of its producing

facilities, AGCL established a wholly owned subsidiary in the United States
to market its products.

This subsidiary has a trained sales staff in place

which is familiar with the U.S. market.

In addition, the proximity of

the U.S. market provides the Canadian producer with good access by railcar
to the major U.S. markets.

AGCL also maintains a terminal facility at the

Port of New York to receive ocean-going shipments.
Because methyl alcohol is a fungible product, it is sold principally
on the basis of price.

It is clear that without the significant dumping

margins (in some cases over 100 percent) at which the Department of the
Treasury determined that AGCL sold in the United States, these imports
would not have undersold U.S.-produced methyl alcohol or suppressed
U.S. producers' prices.

If AGCL has increased capacity and additional

product availability and is able to continue to sell at LTFV to the
U.S. market, the likelihood of increased penetration, price suppression,
and injury to the domestic industry is apparent.
Aggregate data for seven U.S. producers reveal a sharply deteriorating
trend in profitability since 1976.

Net operating profit decreased steadily

from $55.6 million in 1976 to $40 million in 1978, and in the first quarter
of 1979, profit declined by 63 percent in comparison with that in the

·5

corresponding period of 1978.

The ratio of net operating profit to net

sales also declined, decreasing from 22.2 percent in 1976 to 17.4 percent
in 1977 and 15.2 percent in 1978.

The ratio of net operating profit to

net sales was 5.2 percent in January-March 1979 compared with 16.6
percent in January-March 1978.

This sharp decline in profitability is

the result of rapidly increasing production costs (principally those for
natural gas) without corresponding increases in selling price.

These

trends indicate that the domestic industry is increasingly vulnerable
to import cQmpetition and that continued sales at less than fair value
of expanding supplies from Canada will suppress or depress U.S. producers'
prices and will be almost certain to cause injury to the U.S. industry.
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STATEMENT OF REASONS OF COMMISSIONERS BILL ALBERGER AND PAULA STERN

On the basis of information obtained in this investigation, we
determine, pursuant to Section 201 of the Antidumping Act, as amended,
that an industry in the United States is not befog or likely to be injured, or prevented from being established by reason of the importation
of methyl alcohol from Canada at less than fair value.

In reaching our

decision that an industry in the United States is not being injured by
less-than-fair-value imports, we recognize that the domestic industry
producing methyl alcohol may be experiencing some economic difficulty, but
we believe that the industry's present economic problems are not related
to less-than-fair-value sales from Canada.

With respect to our decision

that an industry iq the United States is not likely to be injured by lessthan-fair-value imports, we are unable to ascertain any factors which would
lead us to find that the likelihood of such injury is "real and imminent."
The Domestic Industry
Methyl alcohol, which is the sixth largest organic chemical commodity
in the United States, is used primarily as a raw material in the manufacture
of other chemicals and as a general solvent.

Forty to fifty percent of the

methyl alcohol consumed in the United States is used in the manufacture of
formaldehyde which, in turn, is used extensively in the production of
adhesives used to make plywood and particle board.

Over the next several

years, the market for methyl alcohol is forecasted to expand as methyl
alcohol is used in a widening range of applications.

Of particular

- 7 -

significance are the potential uses of methyl alcohol as fuel for the
generation of electricity in power plants and as a gasoline extender and

1/

base for synthetic gasoline.-"'7

Prior to 1970, all synthetiG methyl alcohol produced in the United
States was made by a high pressure process that depended heavily upon
natural gas.

In view of the dramatic escalation in the price of natural

gas, which nearly doubled between 1976 and 1979, domestic producers of
methyl alcohol are now either building new plants which utilize the more
cost-efficient lower-pressure process or converting existing high-pressure
process plants to the low-pressure process.

±/

In 1978, only 50 percent

of domestic production was produced by the low-pressure process, as opposed
to 100 percent of the Canadian imports.
At present, methyl alcohol is produced in the United States by eight
large, diversified chemical firms in nine plants.

Six of the domestic

producers are also users of methyl alcohol in the production of derivative
products. ]./
Florida.

Pr.oduction plants are located in Louisiana, Texas, and

Four domestic producers are expanding or planning to expand

production capacity in the near future.

1/ On February 24, 1979, the Environmental Production Agency approved
methyl tertiary butyl ether, which contains methyl alcohol, as a gasoline
additive to increase octane levels and to act as an antiknock agent.
]:_l Information developed by the Commission indicates that the low-pressure
system is approximat·ely 10 percent more efficient in natural ·gas usage than the
high-pressure system.
]./ Domestic producers consume approximately 55 percent of their .total
production of methyl alcohol in the manufacture of derivative products. The
remainder of their production is shipped to unrelated companies. Such transactions are referred to as "open-market shipments".
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LTFV Sales
The Department of Treasury· ("Treasury") investigation covered
exports of methyl alcohol from Canada between January 1, 1978 and June
30, 1978.

The investigation was limited ·::o one Canadian manufacturer,

Alberta Gas Chemicals Limited ("AGCL"), which accounted for virtually
all Canadian exports of methyl alcohol to, the United States during the
!±_I

period under investigation.

Fair value comparisons were made in approxi-

mately 72 percent of AGCL's sales and margins of less-than-fair-value
ranged from 9.9 percent to 108.6 percent, with a weighted average margin
of 59.2 percent.
No Injury By Reason Of LTFV Sales
In order to make an affirmative determination, Section 201 of the
Antidumping Act, as amended, requires the Commission to find that an
industry is being or is likely to be injured and that such injury is
"by reason of" less-than""-fair-value imports.
An analysis of certain relevant domestic economic factors, such as
profitability, capacity utilization and employment, indicates that the
domestic industry may be experiencing some economic difficulty.

On the

other hand, analysis of domestic consumption, production, shipments and
inventory levels points to stability and health on the part of the domestic
industry.

When all these economic indicators are analyzed in the

context of market penetration. prices and lost sales, it is clear that the

4/ AGCL sells most of its methyl alcohol in the United States through
its subsidiary, Alberta Gas Chemicals, Inc. (uAGCI"). AGCL's remaining
sales are made directly to a domestic producer of methyl alcohol.
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current economic problems confronting the domestic industry are not "by
reason of" less-than-fair value sales of methyl alcohol from Canada.
While net sales have increased from $250.8 million in 1976
to $263 million in 1978, profits have steadily declined.

Net operating

profits decreased 21 percent from $55.6 million in 1976 to $43.9 million
in 1977.

In 1978, profits decreased another 9 percent to $40 million.

In the first quarter of 1979, profits fell dramatically to $3.6 million
from $11.4 million in the corresponding quarter of 1978, a decrease of
69 percent.

However, it appears that this steady decline in profitability

is directly related to rapidly increasing costs of production without
corresponding increases in prices.

Domestic producers report that their

average cost of natural gas has risen continuously since 1976 from $.90
to $1. 77 per million BTUs in the first quarter of 1979.

In 1978, the

cost of natural gas accounted for 55 percent of the cost of production.
According to testimony by a domestic producer, methyl alcohol production facilities should not operate below 85 percent of capacity for an
extended period of time.

Throughout the entire period under review by the

Commission, aggregate capacity utilization ranged from 76.l percent in
1978 to 79.3 percent in 1977.

While the domestic industry's capacity

utilization has never reached the 85 percent level, it is important to
note that four domestic producers have indicated to the Commission that
they have begun to expand their production facilities.
Employment has declined steadily from 1976 through 1978 and continued to decline in the first quarter of 1979. Employment dropped by

-1015 percent from 563 in 1976 to 477 in 1978.

In the first quarter of

1979, employment dropped another 6 percent to 446 from 476 in the
corresponding period of 1978.

On the other hand, it is important to

note that the decline in employment has been paralleled by a steady increase in worker productivity, with a corresponding increase in production.
Output increased from 5.1 thousand pounds per worker-hour in 1976 to
6.3 thousand pounds in 1978 and continued to increase in the first quarter
of 1979.
During the period reviewed by the Commission, domestic apparent consumption has steadily increased.

Total apparent consumption rose from 5.8

billion pounds in 1976 to 6.3 billion pounds in 1977 and 6.7 billion
pounds in 1978.

Consumption in the first quarter of 1979 increased to

1.8 billion pounds as compared to 1.7 billion pounds in the corresponding
quarter of 1978.

Most significant, demand for methyl alcohol is projected

to grow at an annual rate of 6 to 7 percent through 1981.
As domestic consumption has increased, the domestic industry has been
able to step up its production and shipments and, at the same time, to
reduce inventory levels.

Production has risen from 6,120.3 million pounds

in 1976 to 6,353.9 million pounds in 1978.

In addition, production during

the first quarter of 1979 increased to 1,538.9 million pounds from 1,376.7
million pounds in the corresponding quarter of 1978, an increase of approximately 12 percent.

Open market shipments increased steadily from 2,672.l

million pounds in 1976 to 2,848.9 million pounds in 1977 and 2,914.4 million
pounds in 1978.

In the first quarter of 1979, open market shipments

- nrose dramatically to 1 billion pounds from 692.3 million pounds in
the corresponding quarter of 1978, a 44 percent increase.
At the same time that production was increasing, domestic producers'
inventories were declining.

In 1978, inventories declined by 14 percent to

654 million pounds; inventories declined even further to 461 million
pounds in the first quarter of 1979.

The ratio of inventories to produc-

tion fell from 9.9 percent in the first quarter of 1978 to 7.5 percent in
the corresponding quarter of 1979.
Imports of methyl alcohol from Canada have decreased both in
absolute terms and as a percentage of apparent domestic consumption.
1977, imports from Canada amounted to 358 million pounds.

In

In 1978, which

includes the period covered by the Treasury LTFV investigation, imports
decreased by 5 percent to 339.1 million pounds.
alcohol imports is accelerating.

The decrease of methyl

In the first quarter of 1979, imports de-

clined to 58.6 million pounds from 86.9 million pounds in the corresponding
quarter of 1978, a decrease of 33 percent.

As a percentage of total apparent

domestic consumption, imports from Canada decreased from 5.7 percent in 1977
to 5.1 percent in 1978 and continued to drop in the first quarter of 1979
when compared with the corresponding quarter in 1978.
Price data indicates that AGCI prices were as high or higher, with
few exceptions, than domestic producers' prices throughout the period under
review.

Admittedly, AGCL's prices to its direct customer were lower.

However, those prices were established in a long-term contract originally
negotiated in 1973 and renegotiated in 1975.

Not only was that contract

entered into prior to Treasury's LTFV investigation, but nearly all of
the imports under the contract are consumed by the customer.

- 12 Finally, information developed in the Commission's investigation
throws into question the two confirmed instances of lost sales to Canadian
imports by reason of lower prices.

Of the two firms cited as sources of

sales lost to domestic producers, one firm, a distributor, indicated
that Canadian methyl alcohol was purchased because the firm's regular
domestic supplier failed to meet its customary price discount.

The

distributor's own customer was, in turn, being offered lower-priced
methyl alcohol by another domestic producer.

Therefore, if the distributor

had not purchased the Canadian methyl alcohol it would not have been able
to offer a competitive price to its customer.

In the other instance, the

firm cited as a' source of lost sales acknowledged purchasing lower-priced
Canadian methyl alcohol, but stated that on other occasions it has also
bought domestic methyl alcohol in lieu of the Canadian product.when
lower prices were offered.

Information developed by the Commission shows

that 15 other domestic firms specifically indicated that the alleged lost
sales to Canadian imports were, in fact, sales lost to other domestic
producers because of lower

prices~

Price data collected by the Commission

confirms that AGGI generally offered prices for methyl alcohol that were
competitive with those offered by domestic producers.

In addition, the

Commission was not able to confirm any instance of loss of revenue by
domestic producers on sales that were made at reduced prices because of
price depression caused by Canadian imports.1/

.!!_/ Three firms indicated that they bought Canadian imports of methyl
alcohol in order to profit from duty drawback privileges. Such privileges
are offered by the U.S. government to encourage exports. As no evidence was
presented to indicate that AGCI offers different prices to firms that do
not intend to collect drawback, we do not consider the issue relevant with
respect to our determination in this investigation.

- 13 In summary, while the domestic industry appears to be in some
economic difficulty, particularly in terms of profitability, the overall
economic picture of the industry is not one of injury within the meaning
of the Antidumping Act.

Moreover, in the face of a declining market pene-

tration, little, if any, relevant price suppression or depression and
no real indication of lost sales attributable to LTFV imports, we have
a case where even if injury did exist, it would not, in the context of
the Antidumping Act, exist by reason of LTFV imports.
No Likelihood of Injury By Reason
Of LTFV Sales
An affirmative determination that an industry is likely to be injured
by LTFV imports must, according to the Senate Finance Committee, rest on
"evidence showing that the likelihood is real and imminent and not on
mere supposition, speculation, or conjecture." !!_/ In analyzing the body
of Commission precedent, two preconditions for finding likelihood of
injury, which are consistent with the "real and imminent" standard, emerge:
(1) the industry is -- and will continue to be -- vulnerable to injury,
and (2) the foreign producers have the capacity and the need to export
significant amounts of goods at less than fair value.
In finding that an industry is.vulnerable to injury, the Commission
has usually noted a slackening of profits, shipments and capacity utilization which has coincided with the penetration of less-than-fair-value
imports.

In Impression Fabric of Manmade Fiber from Japan, Inv. AA1921-176

(March 1978), the Commission found that gross profits had risen only
f>_/

S. Rep. No. 93-1298, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess_. 180 (1974).

- 14 slightly after declining for several years and that prices were
increasing at a lower rate than for textiles in general; such sluggishness had not yet indicated injury, but it did show that the industry was
sensitive to less-than-fair-value imports.

In Elemental Sulfur from

Canada, Inv. AA1921-127 (October 1973), the Commission noted that prices
in a particular region -- in which LTFV imports had been concentrated -were somewhat below prices in other regions and predicted that increased
penetration could widen the disparity.

In Portland Cement from the

Dominican Republic, Inv. AA1921-25 (April 1963), the domestic industry
was operating at significantly less than full capacity and the Commission
concluded that further penetration would decrease production even more.
In all these cases, the Commission detected early signs of.
injury and concluded that further penetration by less-than-fair-value
imports would lead directly to injury within the meaning of the Antidumping Act.
Once it had been determined that the industry was vulnerable to
injury, the Commission then assessed whether the foreign producer had
or would have had -- the capacity t9 export large amounts of their goods at
LTFV.

·In some cases, it was clear that

foreign producers already had

"a large unutilized annual productive capacity .
Granules from Canada, Inv. AA1921-97 (September 1972).

II

Instant Potato
In other cases,

foreign producers had been operating at near capacity, but had been unable
to find local markets for the product and were facing mounting stockpiles.
Elemental Sulfur.

- 15 The Commission has also found that even when a foreign industry is
operating at near capacity, expected changes in the marketing patterns
of foreign producers could lead to significant less-than-fair-value
imports to the United States.

For example, in Canned Bartlett Pears,

Inv. AA1921-110 (March 1973), the Commission feared that the expected
imposition of heavy duties by the European Economic Community would
have encouraged foreign producers to divert exports from that market
to the United States.
the Commission

wa~ned,

A recent rise in less-than-fair-value imports,
was "a precursor of an effort to establish

and develop the United States market as a replacement for the United
Kingdom market."

In Printed Vinyl Film from Brazil and Argentina,

Inv. AA1921-117 and 118 (March 1973) and Steel Reinforcing Bars from
Canada, Inv. AA1921-33 (March 1964), the ability of the producer "to
alter production patterns" and to increase production of the goods in
question constituted a threat to the domestic industry.
In all these cases, the Commission found that the foreign supplier
had the present capacity to increase its shipments to the United States.
In some cases, the supplier already had excess productive capacity; in
others, a decline in home market consumption or in the profitability of
exports to other foreign markets or a buildup of inventories signalled
that the foreign supplier would soon be increasing its exports to the
United States.

In short, the Commission found that there was a "real and

imminent" potential for increased importation of the product in question
at less than fair value.

- Hi It is clear that in this case additional ·exports to the United
States by AGCL are unlikely in the imminent future.

First, AGCL is

producing at virtually 100 percent of capacity and nearly all production
is committed under contractual agreements to existing customers.

Second,

information supplied to the Commission indicates that AGCL's markets
outside the United States are expanding J_/ and that selling prices in
those markets are higher than corresponding U.S. prices.

Finally,

combined inventories of methyl alcohol held by AGCL and AGCI on March 31,
1979, are relatively small and would not significantly increase U.S.
import penetration even if the entire inventory was suddenly diverted
to this country.
AGCL has an expansion plan under consideration that could add two
additional plants to existing facilities.

However, even if AGCL decides

to expand its production facilities, information presented to the
Commission clearly indicates that the impact of any such expansion would
not be felt in the U.S. market for at least three years.

If construe-

tion on the new facilities began immediately, AGCL reports that production would not commence until 1982.
are uncertain at present.
obtained.

Furthermore, AGCL's expansion plans

Financing for the expansion has yet to be

In addition, AGCL has indicated that it would have to evalu-

ate future Canadian energy policies, the results of the multilateral
trade negotiations and potential new markets for methyl alcohol.

We

feel that, in view of all these factors, the length of time before any
additional methyl alcohol could be exported to the United States is
clearly not within the standard of "real and imminent."

]_/ This is the result, in part, of reduced availability of oil and
gas products from Iran which are used to produce methyl alcohol.

- u In addition to the factors disclosed above with respect to whether
the likelihood of injury is "real and imminent" it is significant to
note that in this case market penetration is decreasing rather than
increasing.

Moreover, since market penetration is decreasing and AGCL

is producing at virtually 100 percent capacity, there is little, if any,
likelihood that Canadian imports, whether at less than fair value or
not, could adversely affect prices in an expanding U.S. market.
Finally, reference has been made to the fact that AGCL enjoys the
advantage of long-term supplies of natural gas at costs significantly
lower than available to U.S. producers.

There is no doubt that less

expensive natural gas gives AGCL an economic advantage.

However, this

situation is a comparative as opposed to an unfair trade advantage and,
therefore, is not an appropriate factor in terms of assessing whether or
not a likelihood of injury exists in this case.
Conclusion
While there are some elements of injury apparent in the domestic
industry, we cannot find a causal connection with LTFV imports from
Canada.

Nor can we find any likelihood of injury.

imports were to increase suddenly,

However, if LTFV

a circumstance we cannot foresee,

we believe that injury, within the meaning of the Antidumping Act,
could result.
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SUMMARY

Investigation No. AA1921-202 was instituted on April 4, 1979, by the
United States International Trade Commission following the receipt of advice
from the Department of the Treasury on March 29, 1979, that methyl alcohol
from Canada is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States at less
than fair value (LTFV) within the meaning of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended. Treasury's investigation was limited to one Canadian manufacturer,
Alberta Gas Chemicals, Ltd. (AGCL), the only Canadian firm that exports methyl
alcohol to the United States. Fair-value coq>arisons were made on roughly 72
percent of AGCL's sales of. the subject merchandise during the pericld of
Treasury's investigation. Margins were found ranging from 9.9 to 108.6 percent on 100 percent of the sales coq>ared, with a weighted average margin of
59.2 percent.
Methyl alcohol is a colorless, flammable, poisonous liquid used primarily
as a raw material for the manufacture of other chemicals, particularly formaldehyde, and as a general solvent. The product is fungible, varying little in
terms of physical and chemical characteristics.
Eight firms currently produce methyl alcohol within the United States at
9 plant si tea, most of which are in Texas and Louisiana. Two firms, Du Pont
and Celanese, account for * * * of U.S. capacity. Georgia-Pacific, a U.S.
producer, and Albert.a Gas Chemicals, Inc~ (AGCI), a wholly owned subsidiary of
AGCL, account for * * * imports from canada. Canada, in turn, accounted for
over 86 percent of all imports of methyl alcohol into the United States in
1977 and 71 percent of imports in 1978. Total imports increased by 15 percent
from 417 million pounds in 1977 to 478 million pounds in 1978.
Information developed by the Commission indicates that more than one-half
of the methyl alcohol produced in the United States is internally consumed by
domestic producers. Captive consumption is facilitated by intercompany transfer shipments ("swaps"), whereby various participants in the market, including
importers, agree to exchange the product among themselves, on a reciprocal,
no-cost basis. * * *·
Data gathered by the Commission for 1976-78 indicate an upward trend in
the amount ·of production, captive use, and open-market shipments.
Downward
trends are evident in capacity utilization, inventories, the number ·of production and related workers producing methyl alcohol, and in the profitability
of U.S. producers on their methyl alcohol operations. Total imports increased
each year, while those from Canada increased in 1977 and then decreased in
1978. As a percentage of apparent total consumption, imports of methyl alcohol from Canada increased from 3.4 percent in 1976 to 5.7 percent in 1977, and
then decreased to 5.1 percent in 1978 and 3.3 percent in January-March 1979.
Imports from Canada as a percentage of apparent "open lilarket" consumption followed the same pattern but rose from 8 .O percent in 1976 to 13. 0 percent in
1977, before declining to 10.7 percent in 1978 and 5.6 percent in JanuaryMarch 1979.
Price data, by types of customers, (producer of methyl alcohol, formaldehyde producer, and nonformaldehyde producer) showed that AGCI prices were
higher, with few exceptions, than U.S. producers' prices throughout the period
covered. Prices from AGCL to * * *• however, were considerably lower than
either U.S. producers' or AGCI's prices.
Price trends followed, but lagged
behind, general price trends of total industrial commodities and energy.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGA!ION
Introduction
On March 29, 1979, the United States International Trade Commission
received advice from the Department of the Treasury that methyl alcohol from
Canada is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States at less than
fair value (LTFV) within the meaning of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended.
1/ Accordingly, on April 4, 1979, the Commission instituted investigation No.
AA1921-202 under sec ti on 20l(a) of said act to determine whether an industry
in the United States is being ·or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from
being established, by reason of the importation of such merchandise into the
United States.
By statute, the Commission must render its determination
within 3 months of its receipt of advice from Treasury--in this case by June
29, 1979.

Notice of the institution of the investigation and of the public hearing
to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice
in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Washington, D.C., and at the Commission's office in New York City, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of April 11, 1979 (44 F .R. 21718).
'!:} The hearing was held in Washington, D.C., on May 15 and 16, 1979.
The complaint which led to Treasury's determination of LTFV sales was
filed on May 2, 1978, by counsel acting in behalf of E.I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co., Inc. (Du Pont), Wilmington, Del. On June 9, 1978, Treasury advised the
Commission that, in accordance with section 201(c) of the Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended, an antidumping investigation was being initiated with
respect to methyl alcohol from Canada, and that pursuant to section 201(c) of
the act, information developed during Treasury's sununary investigation led to
the conclusion that there was substantial doubt whether an industry in the
United States was being, or was likely to be injured, or was prevented from
being established, by reason of the importation of such merchandise into the
United States (notice published in the Federal Register of June 14, 1978
(43 F.R. 25758)). 3/ Accordingly, the Commission, on June 16, 1978, instituted inquiry AA1921-Inq.-13, under section 20l(c)(2) of that act, to
determine whether there was no reasonable indication that an industry in the
United States was being or was likely to be injured, or was prevented from
being established, by reason of the importation of· such merchandise into the
United States (notice published in the Federal Register of July 14, 1978 (43
F.R. 30366)). 4/ On July 10, 1978, the Commission notified the Secretary of
the Treasury that, on the basis of its inquiry, it determined that there is a
reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is being or is
likely to be injured, by reason of the importation of methyl alcohol from
Canada allegedly to be sold at LTFV (notice publishe~ in the Federal Register
1/ A copy of Treasury's letter to the Commission concerning LTFV sales of
methyl alcohol from Canada is presented in app. A.
2/ A copy of the Commission's Notice of Investigation and Hearing is
presented in app. B.
11 A copy of Treasury's initiation of antidumping· investigation is presented
in app. C.
4/ A copy of the Commission notice of investigation and hearing for inquiry
AAI921-Inq.-13 is presented in app. D.
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of July 14, 1978 (43 F.R. 30366)). 1/ Thus, Treasury's investigation of sales
at LTFV was continued.
Treasury's -notice of withholding of appraisement was
published in the Federal Register of December 19, 1978 (43 F.R. 59196), 2/ and
its determination of sales at LTFV was published in the Federal Register of
March 30, 1979 (44 F.R. 19090). ·~./
The Commission conducted an inquiry on m~thy~ alcohol from Brazil in
Septenber and October of 1977.
In that inquiry (AA1921-Inq.-7),
the
Commission unanimously determined that there was no reasonable indication that
an industry in the United States was being or was likely to be injured, or was
prevented from being established, by reason of the importation of methyl alcohol from Brazil, alleged to be sold, or likely to be sold, at LTFV within the
meaning of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended.
In support of its determination, the Commission cited the extremely small quantity of imports
involved (equivalent to only 0. 2 percent of 1976 apparent U.S. consump.tion of
methyl alcohol and 0.6 percent of 1976 U.S. open-market consumption), the nonrecurring nature of the Brazilian shipment, and the absence of any evidence of
underselling or price depression or suppression (USITC Publication 837
October 1977).
The Product
Description and uses
Methyl alcohol, also known as methanol, is a colorless, flammable,
poisonous liquid used primarily as a raw material in the manufacture of other
chemicals and as a general solvent.
Methyl alcohol was originally known as
wood alcohol because it was made from the destructive distillation of wood and
other vegetable products.
Today nearly all methyl alcohol is made synthetically from natural gas. 4/ The physical and chemical properties of the
final product vary little; it normally consists of about 99.98 percent methyl
alcohol with trace amounts of water and other organic chemicals.
1/ A copy· of the Commission's determination in inquiry AA1921-Inq.-13 is
presented in app. E.
~/ A copy_ of Treasury's notice of withholding of appraisement is presented
in app. F.
11 A copy of Treasury's determination of LTFV sales. is presented in app. G.
4/ Methyl alcohol is also produced in small quantities as a byproduct of
certain chemical reactions, but such methyl alcohol is not as pure as the commodity product. Only 0.5 percent of total U.S. production of methyl alcohol
was produced this way in 1975, and this percentage is believed to have
declined in recent years.
Firms known to have produced methyl alcohol as a
byproduct are * * *·
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Prior to 1970, all synthetic methyl alcohol produced in the United States
was made by high-pressure processes that depended upon the relatively low
price of natural gas.
However, the price of natural gas has risen substantially in recent years owing to changing political and economic conditions. This rapid price rise has particularly affected the plants in Texas
and Louisiana, where nearly all U.S.-made methyl alcohol is produced.
Several existing U.S. plants and AGCL's two plants are licensed to use
production processes utilizing lower pressures developed by Imperial Chemical
Industries, Ltd. (ICI) of the United Kingdom and Lurgi Mineraloltechnik GmbH
of West Germany. 1/ At present, one existing U.S. plant is being converted to
the low-pressure process, and about half of U.S. production capacity is from
low-pressure facilities.
This percentage is expected to increase rapidly in
the near future as certain new plants and converted high-pressure facilities
become operational. ~/
Methyl alcohol is a basic petrochemical. In terms of volume, it is the
sixth largest organic chemical coDUDodity in the United States, with 1978
annual consumption of about 6.7 billion pounds. Its principal use is as a raw
material for downstream industries, such as formaldehyde, which accounts for
40 to 50 percent of methyl alcohol consumption in the United States. Formaldehyde-based resins are used extensively as adhesives in the production of
plywood and particle board, important components in the housing industry. 3/
Methyl alcohol is also used in the production of acetic acid, methylamines,
methyl halides, methyl methacrylate, dimethyl terephthalate, and as a general
solvent. In most of its major uses there are no substitutes.
Several potentially large uses for methyl alcohol are being developed in
a wide range of fuel, chemical, and other applications. Particularly important among these are its use as a fuel for the generation of electricity in
power plants, as a gasoline extender and base for synthetic gasoline, and in
the direct reduction of iron ore. Some of these uses may become significant
in the next several years because of the uncertainty of future petroleum supplies.
For example, methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE), the result of a
chemical reaction between two parts isobutylene and one part methyl alcohol,
was approved as a gasoline additive to increase octane levels and act as an
antiknock agent by the Environmental Protection Agency on February 24, 1979.
1/ At the Commission's hearing, an expert testifying in behalf ·of AGCL
stated that ICI and Lurgi technology lowered the cost of producing methyl
alcohol. For discussion, see Tr. 192-193.
2/ For a discussion of high- and low-pressure processes, see app. H.
3/ It ·has been argued that U.S. demand for methyl alcohol is closely tied to
the level of activity in the U.S. construction industry.
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This new use of methyl alcohol reportedly could represent a demand for 650
million to 1.3 billion pounds annually. 1/ U.S. consumption of methyl alcohol
by end uses is shown in table 1.
Table 1.--Methyl alcohol: U.S. consumption, by end uses,
1968, 1973,' and 1976 !/
(In percent)
End use

1968

Formaldehyde~------------------------------:

1976

1973

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

.

***

***
***
Acetic acid--------------------------------:
***
***
Methylamines-------------------------------:
***
***
Methyl methacrylate------------------------:
***
***
Dimethyl terephthalate---------------------:
***
***
Glycol methyl ethers-----------------------:
***
***
Inhibitors for formaldehyde----------------:
***
***
Miscellaneous (including fuels)------------:
***
***
Total----------------------------------:~~-...
........
--....~~~-......~--~~~-.....-100.0
100.0
100.6
Solvents-----------------------------------:

Chloromethanes--------~--------------------:

!/

Percentages are based on quantities consumed.

Source:
Compiled . from data in the Chemical Economics Handbook, Market
Research Report on Methanol, Stanford Research Institute, August 1977.
U.S. tariff treatment
Methyl alcohol is dutiable under the provisions of items 427.96 and 427.97
of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS). Item 427. 96 applies to
methyl alcohol imported only for use in producing synthetic natural gas (SNG)
or for direct use as a fuel and is free of duty for most-favored nations. All
other methyl alcohol enters under item 427.97 and is subject to a rate of duty
of 7 .6 cents per gallon. 2/ The column two statutory rate of duty in both
cases is 18 cents per gallon. The most-favored-nation rates have. been in
effect since October 26, 1974, pursuant to Public Law 93-482. Prior to this
date, all methyl alcohol was imported under a single tariff provision at the
rate of 7.6 cents per gallon. Imports of methyl alcohol under item 427.97 are
eligible for duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP).
Nature and Extent of Sales at LTFV
Treasury's investigation of U.S. imports of methyl alcohol from Canada
covered the 6-month period from January 1, 1978, through June 30, 1978. The
investigation was limited to one Canadian manufacturer, Alberta Gas Chemicals,
1/ Journal of Commerce, Apr. 2, 1979.
In 1978 the ad valorem equivalent was 22.0 percent.

J./
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Ltd. (AGCL), which accounted for virtually all the Canadian-made methyl alcohol sold for export to the United States. Fair-value coinparisons were made on
approximately 72 percent of the sales of the subject merchandise to the United
States by AGCL during the period of investigation.
As a basis for comparison, Treasury used purchase price since U.S. sales
were made to unrelated customers prior to the date of exportation of the merchandise, and home-market price since the subject merchandise was sold in the
home market in sufficient quantities to provide an appropriate basis of comparison. AGCL' s home-market sales accounted for more than 55 percent of all
sales to markets other than the United States and more than 38 percent of
AGCL's total sales during the period investigated.
'nle purchase price was calculated on the basis of prices to unrelated
U.S. customers, with deductions for freight, U.S. duty, and sales commissions,
as appropriate. Customers were classified into three groups: co-producers of
methyl alcohol, producers of formaldehyde, and producers of other than formaldehyde, since sales to these categories of customers were generally made at
different price levels.
So-called swap transactions, although co111Donly used in the methyl alcohol
industry, were not included in Treasury's price comparisons. A swap transaction involves the delivery of a product by one methyl alcohol producer to
the customer of a second. 'nle second producer agrees to deliver a comparable
amount to a customer of the first producer at an unspecified future date.
Since no payment, as such, is exchanged, Treasury decided that swaps are not
valued in such a way as to permit price comparisons. Swap shipments to U.S.
customers of AGCL and U.S. producers during the period of investigation
accounted for approximately 28 percent of AGCL's total U.S. sales. !/
Treasury calculated two separate weighted average home-market prices for
fair-value comparison since AGCL sold methyl alcohol to two distinct classes
of purchasers--producers of formaldehyde and producers of other than formaldehyde--in Canada. Deductions for freight costs were made. 2/ In making price
comparisons, ·sales to U.S. companies categorized as co-prod~cers were compared
with sales in the home market to producers of formaldehyde because there were
no co-produc~r sales made by AGCL in Canada. 1/
1/ Counsel for * * * argued that swaps should ·have been considered in
Treasury's fair-value comparisons. However, customs felt that the lack of
specific pricing information on these transactions was sufficient reason not
to compare them.
l/ A controversial issue arose in Treasury's investigation of sales to one
U.S. purchase * * * which were made pursuant to a long-term contract initially
negotiated in 1973. For discussion of this issue, refer to app. G.
3/ Counsel for AGCL and Georgia Pacific, a U.S. co-producer, argued that
sales to a third-country co-producer should be used as a basis for comparing
prices to U.S. co-producers. For more discussion refer to app. G.
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U.S. purchase prices were found to be lower than the home-market price of
the subject merchandise in all instances. Margins were· found ranging from 9.9
to 108.6 percent, and the weighted average margin was 59.2 percent.
In arriving at the weighted average margin, Treasury analyzed
differences for the two categories of customers shown below.
Net value
of sales

Type of customer

Dollars
Formaldehyde producers------------:
Nonformaldehyde producers---------:
Total-------------------------:

Potential
uncollec table:
:dumping duties:
Dollars

***
***
***

***

***
***

price

Weighted
average
margins
Percent

***
***
59.22

The Domestic Industry
At the present time, methyl alcohol is produced in the United States by 8
large, diversified chemical firms in 9 plants located in Louisiana (3), Texas
(5), and in Pensacola, Fla. ( 1). In 1978, Du Pont and Celanese Chemical Co.
(a division of Celanese Corp.) together accounted for * * * percent of the
total U.S. production of methyl alcohol and of the industry's productive capacity. The number of methyl alcohol plants in the United States declined from
11 in 1976 to 9 in 1977 because Rohm & Haas Co., Philadelphia, Pa., ceased
production, 1/ and Du Pont closed its plant in Orange, Tex. However, Du Pont
will begin operating a new low-pressure plant with production capacity of
* * * in Deer Park, Tex., later in 1.979. In addition, plant expansions and
conversions to low-pressure technology are planned for the Tenneco plant in
Houston, Tex., the Hercofina plant in Plaquemine, La., 2/ and the Borden plant
in Geismar, La. With these conversions, the· capacity of low-pressure process
plants in the United States will account for a substantially larger percentage
of total methyl alcohol capacity in the United States. Getty Oil Co. has
begun a preliminary study for a methyl alcohol plant with a possible production capacity of 650 million to 990 million pounds per year. According to
an official at Getty, one of the likely locations of the plant is Delaware
City, Del., where the firm has access to feedstock from its own refinery.
A list of firms that produced methyl alcohol in 1978, and their respective production capacities are shown in table 2.

1

**

"'%.! Hercofina, Inc., was formed Sept. 1, 1976, as a joint venture between
Hercules, Inc., and American Petrofina. Hercofina is currently selling its
methyl alcohol producing facility in Plaquemine, La., to International
Minerals & Chemicals Corp. (IMC), and Ashland Oil, Inc. * * * IMC was a
producer of methyl alcohol until 1974, when the firm * * *·
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Table 2.--Methyl alcohol: U.S. producers' ~apacity
and share of total capacity, by firms, 1978
Annual
Share ~f total
capacity
capacity
Percent
:Million pounds:

Firm and plant location

***
.Cel,sgese ChetPical Co------------------"".'-:--------:
***
Bishop
. ' Tex~---------------------------------:
.
.
***
Clear Lake, Tex-----------------:-------------:
***
E.~. du Pont de Nemours & Co., ·inc--------------:
***
***
Beaumont, ~ex--------------------------------:
***
Orange , Tex~---------------------------------:
'
***
Borden, Inc., Geismar, La.----------------------:
***
***
Georgia-Pacific Corp., Plaqu~mine, La-----------:
***
***
Monsanto Co., Texas City, Tex-------------------:
***
***
Hercofina, Inc., Plaquemine, La--:------'"'."--------:
***
***
Tenneco Chemicals, Inc., Houston, Tex-----------:
***
***
Air ·Products & Chemicals, Inc.
Pensacola, Fla--------------------------------=~~~..,,.-~**~*.,.-~~~~~~-**---*
Total---------------------------------------:
8,350.3
100.0

.

.

.

1 * * *·
No production in 1978.

J./

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade CoDDDission.
Foreign Producers
The United States is the world's largest producer of methyl alcohol,
accounting for about 30 percent of total world production in 1975. In that
year, West Germany and Japan were the second and third largest producers,
accounting for 10 and 9 percent, respectively. Western Europe accounted for
29 percent of the world's total in 1975, while Eastern Europe produced
somewhat less. 1/ The U.S.S.R. reportedly accounted for about 70 percent of
the production i-;·Eastern Europe.'!:_/
In the past few years, several countries with large sources of natural
gas (e.g. Saudi Arabia, Algeria, and Mexico) have built or are planning to
build large (more than 650 million pounds per year) methyl alcohol plants.
New Zealand is also planning to build a slightly smaller plant in the next few
years.
In 1978, Mexico opened a methyl alcohol plant and shipped small
amounts of methyl alcohol to the United States. . Imports from Mexico in
January-March 1979 rose sharply to about 30 million pounds.

I/ Statistical Yearbook 1975, United Nations, New York, N.Y., 1977,

pp~ 275-79 and industry estimates.
~./

European Chemical News, Aug. 6, 1976, p. 25.
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The vast majority of methyl alcohol imported into the United States at
the present time, however, is produced in Canada. In 1978, Canada accounted
for 71 percent of a total 478 million pounds of methyl alcohol imported into
the United States. Other major sources included Korea (14.4 percent) and the
United Kingdom (8 .5 percent).
The Canadian industry is composed of two
firms:
AGCL, which accounts for approximately * * * percent of the methyl
alcohol produced in Canada, and Celanese Chemical Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of
Celanese Corp., New York, N.Y. Of the two firms, only AGCL exports methyl
alcohol to the United States while, reportedly, Celanese ships principally in
Eastern Canada. In 1978, AGCL produced * * * million pounds of methyl alcohol, operating at * * * percent of its capacity.
In the same year, 339
million pounds of methyl alcohol (* * * percent of AGCL's total production)
was exported to the ·United States.
The company's plant in Medicine Hat,
Alberta, consists of two producing units brought into operation in early 1975
and May 1976, respectively. Both units are of the low-pressure type~ While
officials at AGCL indicated that no decision to expand capacity at Medicine
Hat has been made, * * *·
U.S. Market
In
pounds.
a small
million
Alberta
imports

1978, apparent U.S. consumption of methyl alcohol was 6. 7 billion
This quantity was primarily domestically produced methyl alcohol with
amount of imports. Imports of methyl alcohol in 1978 amounted to 478
pounds. Georgia-Pacific Corp.-the * * * largest U.S. producer--and
Gas Chemicals, Inc., (AGCI), a subsidiary of AGCL, account for * * *
from Canada.

After producing or importing methyl alcohol, a firm may consume the product, ship to another producer, ship to a trading company, or ship to an end
user. U.S. producers internally consume approximately 55 percent of all the
methyl alcohol produced in the United States. A major use of this internal
consumption is in the production of formaldehyde. All current domestic producers of methyl alcohol, except * * * also produce formaldehyde. J:../
Captive consumption is often facilitated by means of intercompany transfer shipments, whereby various participants in the market,
including
importers, agree to exchange the product among themselves on a reciprocal
basis. This is a consequence of firms having utilization facilities and/or
customers in diverse locations, so that in many instances it is cheaper in
terms of transportation costs for some companies to supply each other rather
than to supply themselves. These transactions, often called "swaps," occur
frequently in the chemical industry and are possible because methyl alcohol
and certain other chemicals are fungible commodities (i.e., the product of any
one firm does not differ materially from the product made by other firms).
Therefore, a buyer of methyl alcohol will accept any methyl alcohol, whether
produced by the seller or some other firm. * * *·
1

* * *·
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Consideration of· Injury or LikeHhood Thereof
The industry, as defined by domestic producers at the Commission's
hearing, consists of those firms that produce methyl alcohol. Domestic producers argued, however, that the alleged injury is not limited to the producers of methyl alcohol but also extends to producers of derived products
such as formaldehyde. (Tr. 96 and 178).
U.S. production
Tc;>tal production. of methyl alcohol rose from 6.1 billion pounds in 1976
to 6.5 billion pounds in 1977. This 5-percent increase in production occurred
despite the closing of Du Pont' s plant in Orange, Tex., and the Rohm & Haas
plant in Deer Park, Tex. Production declined 1.6 percent in 1978 to ~.4 billion pounds, but increased 12 percent in January-March 1979 to 1.53 billion
pounds compared with 1.37 billion pounds in the corresponding period of 1978.
Allegations were made by AGCL that production outages caused by severe
operating difficulties accounted for a decline in production from late 1978
through early 1979. Counsel for Du Pont responded by stating, that because
AGCL' s market penetration has been rapid and because it has displaced significant U.S. production from the market place, domestic producers have curtailed production (Tr. 34). As shown below, data submitted to the Commission
indicate that most reported plant outages were planned, rather than unexpected.

*

*

*

*

*·

*

*
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Production figures derived from responses
naires are shown in the tabulation below. 1/

to the Co11DDission' s question-

Million pounds
1976-----------------1977-----------------1978-----------------January-March-1978---------------1979----------------

6'120. 3
6,454.8
6 '353. 9
1,376.7
1,538.9

Utilization of productive facilities
Producers of methyl alcohol operate their facilities 24 hours a -day, 7
days a week. Accordingly, downtime for maintenance and/or catalyst replacement is usually in the form of 2- to 3-week plant closings, which generally
occur once a year. Older plants might experience a longer downtime for maintenance (Tr. 92) while some plants operate more than an entire year without
downtime.
As shown in table 3, capacity utilization for U.S. producers of methyl
alcohol increased slightly from 1976 to 1977, then decreased by about 3 percentage points to 76 .1 percent in 1978. Capacity utilization in January-March
1979 was 75.4 percent,
7 percentage points above the 68.8 percent
reported in the corresponding period of 1978.
Table 3.--Methyl alcohol: U.S. production, producers' practical rated
capacity, 1/ and capacity utilization, 1976-78, January-March 1978, and
January-March 1979

!:} Practical rated capacity is defined as the normal sustained production
that can be achieved ·on an annual basis, making allowance for anticipated
maintenance and downtime. In 1978, practical rated capacity was 99 pe'rcent of
nameplate capacity.
!:_/ Does not include data for Rohm & Haas Co., which ceased production in
1977, but does include data for Du Pont's Orange, Tex., plant since that plant
is still operational, although shut down.
·
Source:
Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Co11DDission.
1/ Production figures for 1967-78 from the Co11DDission 1 s Synthetic Organic
Chemicals Production and Sales are presented in table I-1, app. I.
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At the Commission's hearing, officials from Celanese explained that
methyl alcohol producing facilities· should not operate below 85 percent of
nameplate capacity for an extended period of time (Tr. 171).
Capacity figures for the total industry in 1978 include Du Pont's facility at
Orange, Tex.
Although there has been no production at that facility since
1977, it is in a state of readiness and could become operational if prices
rise to a level adequate to generate a reasonable level of profit (Tr. 49,
129-130).

***

In responses to the Commission's questionnaires,
reported plans for expanding their production facilities:

*

*

*

*

*

*

the

following

firms

*

U.S. producers' shipments and exports
U.S. producers both consume methyl alcohol internally and sell the product on the "open" or "merchant" market. During 1976-78, about 55 percent
of all U.S.-made methyl alcohol was captively consumed. As shown in table 4,
open-market shipments steadily increased from 2.7. billion pounds in 1976 to
2.8 billion pounds in 1977, and 2.9 billion pounds in 1978. A substantial
increase occurred in January-March 1979 when open-market shipments were
1 billion pounds compared with 692 million pounds in the corresponding period
of 1978. Captively used methyl alcohol followed the same general pattern of
steady increases, rising from 3.4 billion pounds in 1976 to 3.5 billion
pounds in 1978. However, in January-March 1979, the amount of captively used
methyl alcohol declined by 18 percent, compared with that consumed in
January-March 1978.
As a percentage of total production, captively used
methyl alcohol remained at approximately 55 percent from 1976 through 1978.
Exports declined from 529 million pounds in 1976 to 507 million pounds in
1977. A 54-percent decline to 235 million pounds followed in 1978. Exports
increased from 43 million pounds in January-March 1978 to 76 million pounds in
the corresponding period of 1979. In 1978, exports were made principally to
Canada, Taiwan, Australia, and the Netherlands. U.S. producers indicated that
the increase in exports is partly the result of the reduced world supplies of
Iranian oil and gas supplies which were used to make methyl alcohol (Tr.
61-62).
.
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Table 4.--Methyl alcohol: U.S. producers' production, captive use, and open-market
shipments, 1976-78, January-March 1978, and January-March 1979

Period

U.S. producers' open-market
:p ro duc t"ion :U.S. producers':
shipments
.
captive use 1/: Domestic :
:
- :shiF-ents 21 • Exports • Total ~./
Million
: Million
:Million: Million

Ratio of
captive use
to production
Percent
55. 3

54.6
55 .8

65 .o
47.6

lf Captive use is slightly overstated since some U.S. producers captively consume some
imported methyl alcohol.
~/ Total open-market shipments less exports.
!l Production less captive use, plus an adjustment for changes in inventory levels.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. Inter
national Trade Commission, except as noted.
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The unit values of shipments made by U.S. producers and AGCI to U.S.
customers were as shown in table 5.·
Table 5.--Methyl alcohol: U.S. shipments made by U.S. producers and AGCI to
methyl alcohol producers and other customers, 1976-78, January-March 1978,
and January-March 1979
(In cents per pound)
U.S. shipments made by--

.

1976----------------:
1977----------------:
1978----------------:
January-March--1978----------------:
1979----------------:

!f

AGCI to--

U.S. producers to--

Period

Methyl alcohol
. producers
5.05
4.54
4. 77

.

4.76 :
5 .12

.

5.78 :
5.70
5.90

.

6.01
6.04

Other U.S.
customers

Methyl alcohol
producers

Other U.S.
customers

.
:

1/

***
***
***
*** :
:

***
***
***
***
***

No sales.

Source: Compiled from data supplied in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade CoDDDission.

·As previously discussed, transfer shipments or "swaps" occur frequently
in the methyl alcohol industry. Questionnaire responses show that on a yearly
basis, roughly comparable amounts of methyl alcohol are given and received by
firms engaging in such transactions (table 6).
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Table 6.--Methyl alcohol: Transfer shipments made and received by domestic
producers and Alberta Gas. Chemicals Inc., 1976-78, January-March 1978 and
January-March 1979
(In millions of pounds)
:
Period

Transfer shipments

!/

~~---....--,,...~~--,-----,.---=-..,.-~~~~~---~~~~~-.,...~---~-

Made by
domestic
producers

Received by:
Made by
Received by
domestic
Alberta Gas
Alberta Gas
producers :Chemicals, lnc.:Chemicals, Inc.

.

:
:
1976----------·-----:
1,078.4 :
1,086.2
1977---------------:
1,031.6
1,026.9 :
1978---------------:
1,028.6
984.9
January-March-:
1978-------------:
304.5 :
307.4
1979-------------:
277 .1
231.7
:
:
1/ Small quantities were transferred to firms
alcohol.

.

***
***
***
***
***

:

.

***
***
***
***
***

:
that do not produce methyl

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Co11111ission.
Inventories
Table 7 shows that U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories increased
from 677 million pounds in 1976 to 757. million pounds in 1977, while inventories as a percent of production increased from 11.1 percent to 11. 7 percent. Inventories declined by 14 percent in 1978 to 654 million pounds or
10 .. 3 percent of production.
Inventories declined further to 461 million
pounds in January-March 1979 in comparison with 547 million pounds in the corresponding period of 1978. The percentage of inventories to production followed the sanie pattern, falling from 9.9 percent in January-March 1978 to 7.5
percent in the corresponding period of 1979.
Inventories of AGCI showed

* * *·
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Table 7.--Methyl alcohol: End-of-period inventories held by U.S. producers
and Alberta Gas Chemicals, Inc., 1976-78, January-March 1978, and JanuaryMarch 1979
U.S. producers'-Ratio of
inventories
roduction:

Period
Inveni:ories

1976--------------------:
1977-------------------~:

1978--------------------:
January-March-1978------------------:
1979------------------:

I/

'i,/

677' 104
756,935
653,809

11.1
11. 7
10.3

546,984
460,696

ll 9.9

:

II

7.5

Alberta Gas
Chemicals, Inc.-Ratio of
Inventories

***

***

***

***
***

***

.

***

***

21

°ii

***
***

Based on annualized production.
Based on annualized imports.

Source: ·compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conmission.
Note. --Inventories may include methyl alcohol owed to "swap" partners.
U.S. imports
Imports of methyl alcohol from Canada steadily increased from virtually
nothing in 1974 to 358 million pounds in 1977, .then decreased by 5 percent in
1978 to 339 million pounds.
Total imports as well as imports from Canada
appear to be. decreasing in 1979. Imports from Canada declined by 33 percent,
from 86.9 million pounds in January-March 1978 to 58.6 million pounds in the
corresponding period of 1979. Total imports declined by 10 percent in the
same period. Although no imports from Mexico entered the United States from
1975 through 1977, imports from this country amounted to 18.9 million pounds
in 1978, accounting for 4 percent of total imports in that year. ll .Imports
from Mexico increased in the first quarter of 1979. · For January-March 1979,
these imports amounted to 30.1 million pounds accounting for 26.1 percent of
total imports in that period.
In January-March 1979, the unit value of
imports of methyl alcohol from Mexico was 5 .O cents per pound while the unit
value of imports from Canada was 5.8 cents per pound, as shown in tabl~ 8.

11 Imports from Mexico began entering the United States in Septe1Dber 1978.
In- January-March 1979, 93 percent of imports from Mexico entered duty-free
under provisions of the GSP.
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Table 8.--Methyl alcohol: U.S. imports for consumption, by principal
sources, 1974-78, January-March 1978, and January-March 1979
:

Source

:

1974

1975

:
:

:

.
Canada-------------:
Korea--------------:
United Kingdom-----:
Other--------------:
Total----------:

1976

1977

.•
.•

January
March-1978
1979

1978

Quantity (million pounds)
0.9

-

70.9

:

.31.3
88.1 :
120.9

.

195.l

.

68.7

-.
.

357.7

339.1
:
68.7
22.l
80.9
48.3
40.8
19.l
8.1
11.5
29.9
112.1
284.l : 417.5
478.5
Percentage of total quantity

.

.

86.9
15.4
15. l
10.9
128.3

.

:

Canada-------------:
Korea--------------:
United Kingdom-----:

0.7

63.3

73.4
Total----------:. 100.0

19.7
17.0
100.0

Other-----~--------:

- .
25. 9

-

:

Canada-------------:
125
Korea--------------:
United Kingdom-----: 2, 189
Other--------------: 9 2849
Total----------: 12 2 163

.•
Canada-------------:
Korea--------------:
United Kingdom-----:
Other--------------:
Total----------:

.

Source:
merce.

.

so. 7
15.7
7.6
26.0
100.0

67.7
12.0
11.8
8.5
100.0

.

3,677
5,873 : 14' 205
18' 173
,..
3,802
840
- :
1,610
652
1,125
2,693 : 1,970
231
434
1 2419
518
1 2027
25 2004 : 5 2687
8 2797 =16 2609
3 2927
Percentage of total value

.

1, 775

.•
.
. -.
- .
•
18.0
28.6
30.6
11.9 .
81.0 :
26.2
2.6
2.6 :
:

.
•.

45 .2

100.0

13.9

-.

7.0
11.1
10.1

:

66.8

2.5

-

3,375
1,047
360
1 2 503
6 2 285

:

64.6 :
72.7
15.2
14.8
11.5 :
6.4
9 .1 .:
5.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0 : 100.0
Unit value (cents per pound)

1.0

:

Canada-------------:
Korea--------------:
United Kingdom-----:
Other--------------:
Average--------:

-.
11.6

85.7

70.9
14.4
28.5 :
8.5
2.8
6.2
2.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
Value (l ,000 dollars)

.

58.6
18.1
8.8
30. l
115.g

85.5

3.0
:

5.1
5.4
3.5

-

:

3.3
2.9
3.1
:

.•
4.0
-.
4. l·
3.8
4.0

.

5.4
5.5
3.9
4.8
5.2

4.~

5.5
4.3
4.8
4.4

53.7
16.7
5.7
23.9
100.0

5.8
5.8
4 .1

s.o
s.4

:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Com-

Note.-Imports were reported in gallons.

Conversion factor:

6 .63 ,lbs. /gal.
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U.S. consumption
Data on apparent consumption show an increasing trend from 1976 through
January-March 1978.
In table 9, apparent consumption is calculated on the
basis of total U.S. producers' shipments (captive plus open market 1/). Such
total apparent consumption rose from 5.8 billion pounds in 1976 to6.3 billion pounds in 1977 and 6. 7 billion pounds in 1978. Data for January-March
1979 remained at roughly the same level as the level in the corresponding
period in 1978.
Table 10 shows apparent open-market consumption,
as
calculated by using U.S.
producers'
open-market
shipments.
Apparent
open-market consumption is roughly half of apparent total consumption.
A discussion of projected U.S. consumption of methyl alcohol through 1981
is presented in appendix J.
U.S. employment
Employment of production and related workers in the production of methyl
alcohol is summarized in table 11. In the methyl alcohol industry, a decline
in production does not ordinarily result in a decline in employment, since
employees are usually retained to operate the production equipment with steam
to keep .it ready for use when methyl alcohol production resumes.
Basic
changes in employment occur when new plants are opened or when old plants are
closed or converted to new methods of producing methyl alcohol.
As table 11 indicates, employment declined steadily from 1976 through
1978 and continued to decline in January-March 1979. Employment dropped by 15
percent from 563 in 1976 to 477 in 1978.
January-March 1979 data show a
6-percent dee line to 446 from 476 in the corresponding period of 1978.
Person-hours worked followed the same declining trend, while the average
workweek remained fairly constant throughout the period. Despite declines in
e!Jlployment over the period covered, there were steady increases in worker
productivity.
Output increased from 5.1 thousand pounds per person-hour in
1976 to 6 .3 thousand pounds in 1978.
A further increase was achieved in
January-March 19 79 •

1/ To avoid double counting, the method used to derive open market shipments
was to subtract captive consumption from domestic production and adjust for
inventory changes.

Table 9.--Methyl .alcohol: U.S. producers' captive use, open-market shipments, imports for consumption,
exports of domestic merchandise, and apparent total consumption 1976-78, January-March 1978, and
January-March 1979

Period

U.S.
:Producers':
Ratio of imports
Im
t
to consumption
:producers':
openpor s
••
•• Apparent :·~~~~-;=-:=,~~-,-;~~~~~-:::-----:-:;-;-:~~~-:Exports:
total. : From :From all:Total
: captive :. market
From ::From
all: Total •
;consumption:Canada : others :
use
:shipments : Canada
others
Million : Million :Million :Million :Million:Million: Million
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds :pounds :pounds
pounds
:Percent:Percent :Percent
f

1976------------: 3,383.5
1977------------: 3,526.i :.
1978------------:. 3,542.6
January-March-~ :
1978------:----:
894.3
1979------.:..---:
731.9

2,672.1
2,848.9
2,914.4

195.1
357.7
339.1

89.0
59.8
139.4

692.3
1,000.1

86.9
58.6

41.4
57.0

284.1
528.8
417.5 :. 507 .1
478.5
234.6

5,810.9
6,285.4
6,700.9

3.4
5.7
5.1

1.5
0.9
2.1

4.9
6.6
7.1

128.3
115.6

1,672.0
1, 771.3

5.2
3.3

2.5
3.2

7.7
6.5

42.9
76.3

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade
Commission and from official statistics from the U.S. Department of Commerce.
~

t--'
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Table 10.--Methyl alcohol: U.S. producers' open-market shipments, imports for consumption, exports of
domestic merchandise, and apparent open-market consumption, 1976-78, January-March 1978, and January-March
1979

Period

:Producers':
•
• Apparent •
Ratio of imports
Im.ports
open~~F~r=o=m~-:~F~r-o-m~-a~l~l-:~~~~;Exports:open-market:
to consumption
market
Canada : others : Total ••
:consumption:
From
all::Total
•
:Canada ::From
others
:shipments
Million :Million :Million :Million:Million: Million
pounds
pounds
pounds :pounds :pounds
pounds
:Percent:Percent :Percent

1976-----------------------:
1977-----------------------:
1978-----------------------:
January-March-1978---------------------:
1979---------------------:

2,672.l
2,848.9
2,914.4
691.3
1,000.1

195.1
357.7
339.1
86.9
58.6 :·

89.0
59.8
139.4
41.4
57.0

.

.- -

284.1 : 528.8
417.5 : 507.1
478.5 : 234.6

2,427.4 :
2,759.3 :
3,158.3 :

8.0 :
13.0 :
10.7 :

3.7 :
2.2 :
4.4 : .

11. 7
15.1
15.2

128.3 :
115.6 :

777 .·7 :
1,039.4 :

11. 2 :
5.6 :

5.3 :

16.5
11.1

.

42.9
76.3

.

.

.

5.5 :

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade
Commission and official statistics from the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table 11.--Methyl alcohol: Average monthly employment of production and
related workers and person-hours. worked, average workweek and output per
person-hour 1976-78, January-March 1978, and January-March 1979

Period

:Production : Person-hours
Output
Average
=and related:
work7d by
workweek:
per
: workers :production and
person-hour
:related workers:
1,000
Hours
pounds

.

:

.

1978------------------~------:

563
501
477

1,208,796
1, 081, 724
1,015,620

41.29
41.52
40.95

5 .063
5.967
6 .256

January-March-1978-----------------------:
1979-----------------------:

476
446

255,987
243,381

41.37
41.98

5.378
6 .326

1976-------------------------:
1977-------------------------:

Source: Completed from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Financial performance of domestic producers
Usable financial data were received from seven u~s. producers that
together accounted for * * * percent of total methyl alcoho 1 production in
1978. As shown in table 12, aggregated data for these firms reveal an overall
deterioriating trend in profitability since 1976.
Net sales increased steadily from $250.8 million in 1976 to $252.8
million in 1977, and $263 million in 1978 •. In January-March 1979, however,
sales declined slightly (1 percent) to $67.9 million from $68.9 million in the
corresponding period of 1978.
Net operating profits decreased steadily
throughout the same period, starting at $55.6 million in 1976, dropping 21
percent to $43.9 million in 1977, and falling an additional 9 percent to $40
million in 1978. 1/ A dramatic decline in profits was shown in January-March
1979 when profits amounted to $3.6 million, down 69 percent from the corresponding period of 1978 when profits amounted to $11.4 million. Tile ratio
of net operating profit to net sales declined from 22.2 percent in.1976 to
17.4 percent in 1977 and fell again to 15.2 percent in 1978. Tile ratio of net
operating profits to net sales showed a substantial decline of 69 percent from
16.6 percent in January-March 1978 to 5.2 percent in the corresponding period
of 1979. 2/
1/ Net operating profit is defined as net sales less cost of goods sold and
adtni.nistrative and selling expenses.
2/ According to 1978 data in the Federal Trade Commission's Quar.terly
Financial Report, the ratio of net operating profits to net sales for all
manufacturing was 8 percen.t, while the ratio for industrial chemicals and synthetics was 10 percent. At the Commission's heari~g, an official-of Celanese
pointed out that "the chemical industry is characterized as a high capital
industry. As such, (it) operates at relatively large profit margins as a percent of sales to get a return on investment that would be adequate. Because
of its large commitment and requirements of capital, the chemical industry
needs a higher percent of sales margin" (Tr. 173).

Table 12.--Financial experience of 7 U.S. producers of methyl alcohol l/ on their methyl alcohol operations,
1976-78, January-March 1978, and January-March 1979

Period

•
•
N t
•
Cost of • Gross 'Administrative'
e . •
: goods :profit or: and selling :oper~t1ng:
: so ld
: 1oss
:
:profit or:
expenses
loss
:

.
Ratio of-•
.
.
•
Net
:
: . .
:Net operating:Net op~rat1ng: Net o~rating
sales
Book
:Replacement:Or1g1nal : pro f'it to : profit to :
profit to
value :
cost
: cost
:
:
book
: replacement
1
net sa es :
value 2/ :
cost 2/
l , 000 : l , 000 : l , 000 :
: 1 , 000 : l , 000 :
l , 000
: l '000
dollars : dollars : dollars :ltOOO dollars : dollars : dollars : dollars : dollars :
Percent
:
Percent
:
Percent

.

.

..

1976-------: 250,752 : 184,390:
1977-------: 252,835 : 198,901 :
1978-------: 263,004 : 211,673 :
Jan.-Mar-- :
1978-----: 68,894 : 54,733 :
1979-----: 67,899 : 61,236 :

Net assets

..

.
:Net op~rat1ng
: profit
. . to
: or1g1nal
:
cost 2/
:

Percent

66,362:
53,934:
51,331 :

10,780:
10,035 :
11,298 :

55,582 : 157,763:
43,899: 157,375:
40,033 : 141,·209 :

523,891 : 265,027 :
581,724: 296,271 :
646,400 : 300,409 :

22.2 :
17.4:
15.2 :

35.2:
27.9:
28.4 :

10.6:
7.5:
6.2 :

21.0
14.8
13.3

14,161 :
6,663 :

2,734 :
3,107 :

11,427 : 155,589 :
3,556 : 144,588 :

645,243 : 303,501 :
665,802 : 304,854 :

16.6 :
5.2 :

29.4 :
9.8 :

7.1 :
2.1 :

15.1
4.7

1/ Accounted for * * * percent of total methyl alcohol production in 1978.
Net operating profit annualized for January-March 1978 and January-March 1979.

"f./

Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

::"'
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Table 12 also presents data on the value of net assets employed in the
production of methyl alcohol and the ratio of net operating profits to such
assets.
The return on assets generally followed the same trends as did the
return on sales. Net asset data indicate that production facilities for these
seven firms have been depreciated by about 50 percent in 1978 (book value of
$141 million compared with original cost of $300 million) and that the
replacement cost of the facilities would be abollt $646 million.
The decline in profitability for methyl alcohol producers is· the result
of rapidly increasing costs without corresponding increases in prices.
For
example, the . ratio of cost of goods sold to net sales rose from 73. 5 percent
in 1976 to 78.7 percent in 1977, 80.5 percent in 1978, and 90.2 percent in
January-March 1979. An analysis of the major cost components (table 13) shows
that raw materials (primarily natural gas) account for the bulk of the
increase, while labor and plant depreciation declined slightly in their
contribution to total costs. As planned additional investments are made in
new production facilities, the amount of annual depreciation will increase,
causing further increases in costs.
Table 13.--Components of 7 U.S. producers' cost of goods sold, 1976-78,
January-March 1978, and January-March 1979
Cost of goods sold
Period
Total
1!000
dollars
1976------: 184,390
1977------: 198,901
1978-----: . 211, 673
Jan.-Mar--:
1978----: 54' 7 33
1979----:. 61,263

Ratio of--

: Labor :Depreciation
:
Ra~
. . :materia 1s:
:
t
Depreciation t
t to cost
to cos
0
:
:
cos :of goods: of goods
:of goods :
:
1,000
1,000
1,000
Percent
dollars : dollars: dollars
Percent :Percent

Raw
:material

Labor

:

...

99,503
104 '846
116' 680

6,221
5,825
5,769

29,688
23,466
22,712

54.0
52.7
55 .1

27,507
37 '789

1,407
1,594

5,195
4,665

50. J.
61. 7

.

3.4
2.9
2.7

16 .1
11. 8
10. 7

2.6
2.6

9.5
7.6

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response· to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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The price of natural gas is the principal factor a.ffecting raw material
costs and is so critical to the economical production of methyl alcohol that
the location of natural gas fields strongly influences decisions concerning
plant locations. U.S. producers report that their average costs for natural
gas rose continuously since 1976 as shown below:
·
Weighted
average cost
of natural gas
(per million BTU's)
1976----------------1977----------------1978----------------January-March-1978--------------1979---------------

$0.90
1.05
1.15
1.12
1. 77

* * *.

As existing natural gas purchase contracts expire, purchasers will
likely experience further cost increases. For example, the intrastate natural
gas prices for renegotiated or amended contracts in Louisiana and Texas in
September 1978 (most recent data) were $2.00 and $1.97 per 1,000 cubic
feet, !/ respectively. J;_/
Additional data on each producer's cost of natural gas,
selected financial data for each firm, are presented in table I-2.

along with

1/ Roughly equivalent to 1 million BTU' s.
Monthly Energy Review, U.S. Department of Energy, March 1979, pp. 92-94.

!I
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Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between
LTFV Imports and the Alleged Injury
Market penetration of imports from Canada
If apparent consumption is calculated on the basis of both captive use
and U.S. producers' open-market shipments (table 9), imports of methyl alcohol
from Canada increased as a percentage of consumption from 3 .4 percent in 1976
to 5.7 percent in 1977, then dropped to 5.1 percent in 1978. Such imports
dropped again in January-March 1979 compared with imports in the corresponding
period in 1978. As the trend in open-market consumption is similar to and
about one-half of that of total market consumption, the ratio of Canadian
imports to consumption increased from 8.0 percent in 1976 to 13.0 percent in
1977, then dropped to 10.7 percent in 1978. There was a further substantial
decline in January-March 1979 compared with the ratio in the corresponding
period of 1978 (table 10).

Prices 1/
U.S. producers, AGCL, and AGCI were asked to report prices (f.o.b. producing plant or f. o. b. point of entry, net of all discounts and allowances)
and quantities of methyl alcohol shipped to their two principal U.S. cus- '
tomers, by months, from January 1976 to ·March 1979.
On the basis of these
data, a weighted average price per pound, for each producer, by months, for
each of three categories of buyers was calculated.
'111e three categories of
buyers are (1) methyl alcohol producers, (2) formaldehyde producers, and
(3) nonformaldehyde producers.
in addition to the weighted average price for each producer, an average
price for all U.S. producers was also construe ted. '11te price data are shown
in tables 14-16, and plotted in figures 1-3. The following observations can
be ·made:
Sales pr.ices to producers of methyl alcohol (table 14 and fig. 1).-The
only U.S. producers that had frequent sales to co-producers of methyl alcohol
during January 1976-March 1979 were * * *· * * * reported a few sales from
time to time that were apparently made when co-producers needed temporary
supplies to make up for plant outages or production shortfalls. The. prices
· . shown for AGCL reflect the long-term contractual pri.ce negotiated with * * *
(see additional information on this contract in app. K).
This long-term contract, which accounted for * * * percent of AGCL's
total exports to the United States in 1978, resulted in AGCL selling .to * * *
at * * * cents per pound throughout most of the period from July 1976 to
1979.
* * *· This price was lower than U.S. producers' prices by as much as
* * * percent, a margin of underselling more than accounted for by the dumping
margins, which ranged from 9.9 percent to 108.6 percent and averaged 59.2
· percent.
AGCI's reported prices were significantly highe~ than all U.S. producers'
average sales prices through * * * when they dropped sharply to a level equal
1/ See additional information on the pricing policies of AGCL/AGCI in app.

K.
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Table 14.--Methyl alcohol: Weighted average prices of U.S. producers, AGCI, and AGCL to
principal U.S. buyers classified as methyl alcohol producers, by months, January 1976-March 1979
(In cents per pound)
Period

All
: Alberta : Alberta
: Air
:
:
:
US
Gas
Gas
Borden Celanese Du Pont:Geo:g~a:Hercofina=Ten~eco:
: Pro d ucts:
:
:
:Paci.fie:
:
d • • :Chemicals:Chemicals
• pro ucers:
Inc. :
Ltd.

1976:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:
Apr-----:
May-----:
June----:
July---:
Aug-----:
Sept----:
Oct-----:
Nov----:
Dec-----:
1977:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:
Apr-----:
May-----:
June----:
July---:
Aug-----:
Sept----:
Oct-----:
Nov----:
Dec-----:
1978:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:
Apr-----:
May----:
June---:
July----:
Aug-----:
Sept----:
Oct-----:
Nov----:
Dec-----:
1979:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:

!/

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

·***

***
***
"***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
*** : . ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***·

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

"***
***

***

*** .:

***

***

·***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

4.35
5.21
4.94
4.47
4.94
4.93
5.14
5.16
4.77
4.81
4.98
4.90

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

4.05
4.14 :
4.82
4.28
4.61
4.62
4.59
5.00
4.65
4.57
4.58
4.69

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

4.69
5.14

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

4. 71

4.94
4. 71

4.92
4.73
4.92
4.80
4. 72

***

***
***
***

4.86
4.83

***
***

***
***
***

5.14
4.83
5.34

***
***

***

***
***

***

Not available.

Source:" Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Commission.

***

***

***

***
***

. Figure 1.--Weighted average prices of U.S.-made and imported methyl alcohol to principal U.S.
buyers classified as methyl alcohol producers, by months, January 1976-March 1979
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to or slightly lower than U.S. producers' prices.
the result of * * *·

This sharp drop by AGCI is

Sales prices to formaldehyde producers (table 15 and fig. 2).-While the
market segment of methyl alcohol sales to methyl alcohol producers was domina.ted by * * * the market segment of sales to formaldehyde producers consisted
of all seven reporting U.S. producers and AGCI.
AGCI's weighted average
prices in this market were lower than all U.S. producers' average prices for·
most of 1976 and January-June 1977. Starting in* * *, AGCI's average prices
moved upward and were generally higher than all U.S. producers' average prices
for the rest of the period. Taken individually, AGCI's prices were generally
lower than those of * * *, and higher than those of * * *. As shown in fig.
2, AGCI's prices were more stable over the whole period than all U.S. producers' prices, which fluctuated widely over the 3-year time span.
S~les prices to nonformaldehyde producers (table 16 and fig. 3).-AGCI's
average selling prices in this market segment were higher than all U.S. producers' average prices over the whole period of analysis. Also, AGCI's prices
were higher than all U.S. producers' prices taken individually, except in very
few instances. As shown in figure 3, the monthly movements in prices of u.s.·
producers and AGCI were generally in the same direction, although changes in
AGCI's prices were greater than those for U.S. producers.

Long-run behavior of methyl alcohol prices.--Figure 4 shows the long-run
price behavior of methyl alcohol compared with price indexes of total
industrial· commodities and energy.
The indexes shown in Figure 4 are
presented in table I-3.
Since about 1967, the graph shows that prices for
methyl alcohol have dropped well below the other prices presented. The sharp
drop during 1969-73 was due to * * *·
Du Pont reported an increase in the firm's list price of methyl alcohol
on June 1, 1979, to open-market customers, and on July 1, 1979, to the firm's
contract customers. Du Pont will increase its f.o.b. gulf coast·bulk price by
* * * cents per p·ound and its terminal bulk price by * * * cents per pound.
Du Pont indicated, however, that the firm has no knowledge of whether this
price increase will hold. Tenneco and Celanese already reported similar price
increases to be effective June 1, 1979, and July 1, 1979, respectively. Legal
counsel for AGCL/AGCI indicated that AGC prices***·
Lost sales
During January 1976-March 1979, three of the eight domestic producers
* * * cited specific lost sales to certain customers who allegedly purchased
methyl alcohol imported from AGCL, and losses of revenue on sales that were
made at reduced prices because of price depression caused by imports from
AGCL.
These domestic producers cited 38 ~ost sales to 32 different firms
amounting to 952.7 million pounds and lost revenue to eight firms amounting to
$1.1 million in cases where sales by U.S. producers were made at reduced
prices. !/
1/ No instances were confirmed of losses of revenue on sales that were made
at-reduced prices because of price depression caused by imports from AGCL.
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Table 15.--Methyl alcohol: Weighted average prices of U.S. producers and AGCI to principal U.S. buyers classified as formaldehyde producers, January 1976-March 1979
(In cents per pound)
Period

: Alberta
All
•
'
'
:Georgia:
f. :
:
Gas
'Borden'Celanese'Du Pont p .f. Herco ina Tenneco
U.S.
Ch .
: ro ucts:
:
:
: ac1 1c:
:
:
d
: em1ca 1 s
,pro ucers:
Inc.

• Air
'p d

1976:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:
Apr-----:
May-----:
June----:
July---:
Aug-----:
Sept----:
Oct-----:
Nov-----:
Dec-----:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
*** ..
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

5. 71
5.77
5.60
5.80
5.84
5.85

5.94
6.09
5.94
5.84
5.82

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

1977:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:
Apr-----:
May-----:
June----:
July----:
Aug-----:
Sept----:
Oct-----:
Nov-----:
Dec-----:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***':
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

5.69
5.62
6.74
5.82
5.85
5.66
5.93
5.66
5.66
5.87
5.18
5.06

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

1978:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:
Apr-----:
May-----:
June----:
July---:
Aug------:-:
Sept----:
Oct-----:
Nov----:
Dec-----:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
·***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

5.84
5.84
5.67
5.63
5.37
5.57
5.39
5.66
5.76
5.28
5.53
5.37

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
*** .. ***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

5.58
5.80
5.94

***
***
***

19 79-:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:

J:../

·***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

6.13

Not available.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission.

Figure 2.--Weighted average prices of U.S.-made and imported methyl alcohol to principal U.S.
buyers classified as formaldehyde producers, by months, January 1976-March 1979.
Cents
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Table 16.--Methyl alcohol: Weighted average prices of U.S. producers, and AGCI
to principal U.S. buyers classified as nonformaldehyde producers, January 1976-March
1979
(Cents per pound)
Period

All
: Alberta
:Georgia:
. :
:
Gas
•·P Air
•
•
·
P
d
Borden°Celanese Du ont p "f" Hercofina Tenneco
U.S.
. 1s
: aci ic:
: ro ucts:
:
:
:
:
d
: Ch emica
:pro ucers:
Inc.
0

0

1976:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:
Apr-----:
May-----:
June----:
July----:
Aug-----:
Sept----:
Oct-----:
Nov-----:
Dec-----:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

1977:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:
Apr-----:
May-----:
June----:
July----:
Aug-----:
Sept----:
Oct-----:
Nov-----:
Dec-----:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
*** .
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

1978:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:
Apr-----:
May-----:
June----:
July----:
Aug-----:
Sept----:
Oct-----:
Nov----:
Dec-----:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

1979:
Jan-----:
Feb-----:
Mar-----:

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

1./

***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***.
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

5.70
5.83
6.08
6.07
5.96
6.04
6.23
6.25
6.35
6.23
6.32
6.31

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

5.85
5.96
5.83
6.30
6.25
6.31
6.20
6.26
6.15
6.25
6.31
6.29

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

6.19
6.08
6.19
6.26
6.16
6.25
6.08
5.98
5.86
6.01
5.92

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

5.93
6.14
6.00

***
***
***

6.10

Not available.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commisson.

***
***

***

.,

Figure 3.--Weighted avetare prices of U.S.-made and imported methyl alcohol to principal U.S.
buyers ciassified as non-formaldehyde producers, by months, January 1976-March 1979
Cents
per pound
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Figure 4.--Price indexes for methyl alcohol, total industrial commodities, and energy, 1950-77
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One large domestic producer, * * * offered
its response to the Commission's questionnaires.

the

following

remarks

in

There were instances in the period under review where
U.S. co-producers or U.S. distributors of LTFV Canadian
methanol sold methanol in the United States at low
prices. While these low prices were made possible by the
LTFV sales of AGCL, such low prices were not always attributed by a buyer to quotes or sales of AGCL material.
These low prices tended to spread and, in fact, became
widespread and common in the marketplace.
When that
occurred, the origin of the low prices became obscured.
Moreover, we believe that some U.S. producers faced
with this situation not only met these low prices but also
quoted new prices in an effort to gain back sales lost to
Canadian imports. Thus, where * * * lost sales and revenues to other producers of U.S. methanol these losses, in
significant part, can be attributed to Canadian imports.

In the Commission's efforts to verify these lost sales, all 32 firms were
contacted. Ten firms verified that methyl alcohol from Canada was chosen over
the domestic product. Of the remaining 22 firms, 20 indicated that no domestic sales were lost by reason of Canadian imports, one was uncertain as to
whether or not a domestic sale was lost by reason of the subject imports, and
one refused to supply the Commission with any informa.tion. 1/
The principal reasons for purchase provided by the 10 firms that verified
that methyl alcohol from Canada was chosen in lieu of the domestic product
were--alternate source of supply, 4 firms; duty drawback privileges, 3 firms;
long-term source of supply, 1 firm; and lower price, 2 firms. A brief discussion of each of the categories follows.
Four firms indicated that having alternate sources of supply was the
major factor in purchasing Canadian imports of methyl alcohol.
It was
reported that, in 1974, methyl alcohol from domestic producers was not always
available, and a diversification of supply sources became necessary.
These
four firms further stated that they were also supplied by domestic sources.
Price was not a consideration since the imported product was not lower than
U.S.-made methyl alcohol.
Three firms indicated· that they bought Canadian imports of methyl alcohol
to fill a portion of the firms' total requirements in order to take advantage
of duty drawback privileges. These firms indicated that they gained a rebate

I/ Of the 20 firms that indicated that no domestic sales were lost by reason
of Canadian imports, 15 specifically reported that the alleged lost sales were
made to other domesticcproducers.
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of about
products.

1 cent per pound on their export ·sales of derivative
This price advantage was not met by domestic producers.

methanol

One firm indicated that it purchased Canadian-made methyl alcohol because
it needed a long-term source of the product. This firm entered into a contractual agreement with AGCI to insure itself of a steady supply at a relatively stable price.
Two firms verified that methyl alcohol from Canada was chosen over the
domestic product by reason of lower prices.
One firm (a distributor) indicated that Canadian-made methyl alcohol was purchased because the regular
domestic supplier * * * failed to meet its usual price discount.
The distributor's own customer was in turn being offered lower priced methyl alcohol by
a
domestic producer.
The distributor
further
indicated
that without
purchasing imported Canadian methyl alcohol, it would not have been able to
retain its own customer that was being offered lower priced U.S.-made methyl
alcohol from another domestic producer.
The other firm * * *, a domestic
producer, indicated that it had, in fact, purchased on many occasions methyl
alcohol from Canada over the domestic product for a variety of reasons.
Reasons given were availability of the product, geographic proximity to * * *
formaldehyde-producing facilities, and, sometimes, the overriding factor was
lower price. * * * added, however, that sometimes the U.S.-made methyl alcohol was bought in lieu of the Canadian product because of lower prices.

Other possible causes of injury
Respondents to the petition argued at the Commission's hearing that a
major reason for any injury alleged to have been suffered by the domestic
industry is the inefficiency of operating the large number of high-pressure
production systems used by the domestic industry in producing methyl alcohol.
In the Commission's investigation, the question of efficiency of high
versus low-pressure processes was addressed by examining the amount of energy
used to produce 1 pound of methyl alcohol by each process. In the tabulation
below, low-pressure processes appear to be about 10 percent more efficient in
natural gas usage than high-pressure processes.

(In thousands of BTU's per pound of methyl alcohol)
Period

1976-------------------------:
1977-------------------------:
1978-------------------------:

High-pressure plants

Low-pressure plants

21. 78

18.71

21. 25
20.92

20.02

21.96
22 .10

20.37

19.88

January-March-1978----------~------------:

1979-----------------------:

Note.--Excludes Monsanto, Borden, and Rohm & Haas.

19. 75
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As shown below, during January 1976-March 1979, the share of total
production of methyl alcohol that was produced by high-pressure processes has
decreased steadily.

Period

(In percent)
Percentage of total methyl alcohol production
produced in-High-pressure plants

1976-------------------------:
1977-------------------------:
1978-------------------------:
January-March-1978-----------------------:
1979-----------------------:

Low-pressure plants

56.9
50.l
50.1

43.1
49.9
49.9

53.8
43.0

46.2
57.0

Note.--Excludes Monsanto, Borden, and Rohm & Haas.
C~nversely,
methyl alcohol produced by the low-pressure process has
increased and will account for a much higher percentage of total production in
the future.
Borden, Hercofina, and Tenneco are converting or will convert
their methyl-alcohol-producing facilities from the high-pressure to the
low-pressure process. In addition, Du Pont's Deer Park facility, scheduled to
begin operation at the end of 1979, will also be of the low-pressure type.
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APPENDIX A
TREASURY' S LEITER TO THE COMM! SS ION CONCERNING
LTFV SALES FROM CANADA
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THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF T~E TREASU.R •
WASHINC.TON. D.C.

aouo

MAR 2 3 1979

.: ·:

·~.:~·

•

..

....#...$.C!.~-------lli:ice 11 IM
SitmJI')

llfl. lr:d1

Dear

'Mr.·

C•::i~initn

·chairman:

In accordance with section 20l(a) of the
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended, you are hereby
advised that methyl alcohol from Canada is being,
or is likely to be, sold at less than fair value
within the meaning of the Act. The public notice
announcing Treasury's determination is enclosed.
The U.S. Customs Service will make available
to the Commission as promptly as possible the file
relative to this determination. Some of the data
contained in the file is regarded by Treasury to be
of a confidential nature. It is therefore requested
that the Commission consider all the enclosed information to be for official use of the ITC only, not
to be disclosed to others without prior clearance
from the Treasury Department.

/
/

The Honorable
Joseph o. Parker
Chairman
U.S. International Trade Commission
Washington, D.C. 20436
Enclosure
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APPENDIX B
FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE OF THE
COMMISSION'S INVESTIGATION AND HEARING

A-40

Z171.S

Methyl AlcolMll Frem Cm\ada; Notlca-

ot Investigation md ttnrtne

Having received advfce from th
Department of the Tteuury cnr Marci' ·
29, 19"19o that methyl alcohol from
Canada is being. ~ fs lllely to be, soM
at len than fair vafue, the United Sbltett
Internaticmal Trade Commission. cm
Apn1 .f, 19'19, instituted investfgatiOll Pr~
AA192t-282 under section 201(a) of tr.
Antidumping Act. 1921, ae amended [19
U.S.C. tf!O(aJJ. ID determine whether an
indttstry in th Uhlfed Sftttett ilt beift8 or
is likely fe &tt lnfm'ed, m itr prevented' · :· ·
from being established. by reason al ti»
importation of sue& merclandfse In~ ·
the United States. Methyl afcehol, &1known as methanol, is provitfetf far ht
items 427.9608 and 42'1'.9'189 of tfM9I Tllriff"
Schedula of tlut l1nffed Sfafelr
Annotatetl
Hearing. A public hearing in
connection with the investigatrcnr will !re
held CJ1t 1'1esday, May 15", 1~ f& th
Commission'e Hearing ROGm. U.S.
Intematfonal Trade Commission
Building, 701 g Street NW., Washington.
D.C. 20l38, begfmtiBg at 10 a.m., e.cU.
Req11eSte to appear at the pub&~

should 'he med wiltt tile secretary· to tfttp.
Commiirsion, in writing; not later tbalt
noon, WednescJ..,, May 9, t9'19. ·

or

By order the Coavni86ion.
Issuee Al!ril &. un..

x-ea....._ ·.·
~.

(AA UZl-21111
(FR Doc. ,.._tUllZ Plied .....,.. . . ...,.

&LL.a COM.- • •

.

.•
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25758
.

Office of the Seer.ta.,,
METHYL ALCOHOL FROM CANADA

Amldumping Proceeding

AGENCY: U.S. Treasury Department.
ACTION: Initiation of Antidumplng
Investigation.
·
SUMMARY: This notice iB to advise
the public that a petition in proper
form has been received and an antidumplng investigation ts being initiated for the purpose of determining
whether imports of methyl alcohol
from Canada are being, or are likely to
be. sold at less than fair value within
the meaning of the Antidumplng Act.
1921, as amended. However, as there ts
substantial doubt that imports of the
subject merchandise alleged to be at
less than fair value are the cause of
present, or likely future, Injury to an
industry in the United States, the case
is being referred to the U.S. International Trade Commission for prelimi·
nary Injury consideration pursuant to·
Section 20l<c> of the Act.
EFFECTIVE DATE= June 14, 1978;
FOR FURTHER
CONTACT:

.

4ustrJ' prOducfng methyl alcohol has .
declin~ that decline µiay, in pa.rt, be
attributable to rapidly Increased costs

[4810-22)

INFORMATION

Vincent Kane QI' Michael E. Craw•
ford, Operations Officers, U.S. CU&toms Service, Office of Operations,.
Duty Assessment Division, Technical
Branch, 1301 Constitution Avenue
NW., Washington.. D.C. 20229, telephone 202-566-5492.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATIOW.
On May 2; 1978, Information was received in proper form pursuant to sections 153.26 and 153.27, Customs R_eg.
ulatlons'<l~ CFR 153.26, 153.27>, from
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., lndl·
eating a poS.Sibility . that methyl alcohol from Canada iB being, or iB llkel7
to be, sold at less than fair value
within the meaning of the Antidump.
ing Act, 1921, as amended <19 U.S.C.
160 et seq.>.
The margins of dumping !flleged,
based on a comparison of sales to the
U.S. with prices in the home market,
range from aproximately 12 to 100
percent.
There ls evidence on record conce~
ing injury or likelihood of Injury from·
the alleged less than fair value imports. This evidence also indicates that
although petitioner's domestic production, sales, and share of the domestic
market for noncaptive uses Of methanol
<so-called
"merchant-market
sales"> declined In 1977 compared to
i976, the other domestic producers of
the product experienced increases in
each of these categories during the
sami> period. Evidence on hand also indicates that while profitability on merchant-market sales foF the entire In-

of production. Furthermore, In deterwhether profitability has been
adversely affected, it appears Inappropriate to eon.sider merchant-market
sales separately from total production
and use or sale,· particularly as the
share of domestic production accounted for by captive consumption of U.S.
producers has Increased substantially
In recent years. In 19'1'1, 73 percent of
U.S. production was used by domestie
producers for further processing.
Moreover, domestic prices for meth&nol appear to have increased sharply
over the past five yea.rs, including the
periods In which Canadian sales occurred. In that connection, in determining pursuant to section 201<c><2> of
the Antidumplng Act as recently as
October 197'1 that there was no reasonable Indication of Injury from im·
ports of methyl alcohol from Brazil.
Chairman Minchew of the U.S. International Trade Commission noted that
"U.s: purchasers. of open-market
methyl alcohol have had to rely on im·
ports to meet part of their raw material requirement." 42 PR 55950 <October·
20. 1977>.
Therefore. lt · has been concluded
that there iB substantial doubt of
Injury~ or Wtelihood of injury. to an.
Industry in the United states as a,
result of imports of such merchandJs«t
from Canada. Accordingly, the U.S.~
temational Trade Commission is belnt
advised of such doubt pursuant to section 20l<c><2> of the Act.
Having conducted a summary investigation as required by section 153,29
of the Custom& Regulations <19 CFR
153.29> and having determined as a
result thereof that there are grounds
for so doing, the U.S:-Customa Service.
is Instituting an inquiry to verify the
lnfomiatlon submitted and to obtain
- the facts necessary to enable the Secretary of the Treasury to ·reach a de-termination as to the fact or llkellhood of sales at less than fair value.
Should the International Trade CommiBsiono within 30 days of receipt of
the advice cited in the preceding paragraph, advise the Secretary that there
ls no reasonable Indication that an in·
dustry in the United States ls being, or
is likely to be, Injured by reason of the
importation of such merchandise into
the United States. the Department
will publish promptly In the FEDERAL
REGISTER a notice terminating the inv~l~tlon. ~therwlse the. lnvestlga..
t1on will contmue to ~onclus1on.
Tl?-18 notice ls publlShed pursuant to
s~t1on 153.30 of the CUstoms Regulations <19 CFR 153.30).
ROBERT H. MUNDHEIM,
mining

General Counsel
of the Treasurt1.

JUNE 8, 1978.
CFR Doc. '18-18428 Piled 6-13-'18; 8:45 aml
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WbeUl9r -there la DO reuonable incftea,.
tion that an tndustrr 1n the Unit.e4
.States 11 being. or· l!J lDa!iiy to be tn.
·lured. or ls prevented from being ea.
tabliah;ed., 117 .reason of the lml>Ofta..
··tlon of such mercha.ndtae Into tbt

I

. United Stai:.ea. ' .
..
The TreasurJ. advised the Commit-

' slon aa follOWB:

·

Dear Mr. Cha.1nnan: In accordance 1'ttb
aect.ton 201Cc> of the Antldumplng Act Qf
1921, u amended, an antldumplng lnvesttga..
tton la being Initiated with respect to
methyl alcohol from C8.nada. Punruant to
aectlon 201CcX2> of the Act. you are hereb)>
advtlecl Ulat the lnformat.lon developed
· ·~ our preHmlD&ry Investigation bu led
. me to t.be -CIODdwdan that there II IRlbstl&
.Ual doubt that an lnduatry tn the Unltad .
Stat.es ls being, or la lJkely to be, IDJured bJ
JeuoJ1 of the lmportat1on Of tbJa men:baza.
. 'alle into t.be United States.
·. ,
. Tbe buas far IDJ' detennlneUGn Re .....
man.ea - .t.be attacbed copy of t:be AIG-.
dumping Proceed1ng Notice 1D . tbJa cue.
c:1ata wm be supplied bJ' TrealurJ'. . .
I
Some ~ t.be enclosed data Ill regarded " '
Treasurr to be of a confidential nature. IU1
therefore requested Ulat the Comm'-km
. constder all the enclosed lnformatkm to be
for, t.be offidal use of the nc only. not to
be dlBclOlled to others wit.bout prioF ClllJul. ..
ance from the TreuurJ' Department.

Jl'urtber

8tDcerel)'

.

)'Olll'll,

Roan B. )(UJQIJISDL

l. tion
'. ¥ecrifto.
A public bearing tn ~ .
with the inquiry WD1 be held in
I

I w~

D.C.. on Monday, J'une
I 18, 19'18, ·at 10:00 a.m., •E.D.T. 'nae·
'. bearing wm be held In the Bearlns
R0om, United States International
I Trade Commlsston Building, 701 J:
! Street. Jl'W., Wasbinston. D.C. All parueS WU1 be given an opportunity tp be
~ present, to produce evtdeilce, and to be

!

{7020-GI].

'·

tAAllJl~J

....i'

,

INTERNAnoNAL TIA.DE

heard at such hearing. Requests to

.aPPea.r at~ P$HC hearing i;hoUld be

ClOMMISSIOll · ·: _

, ·; Mmm. ALCOHOL ROM CANADA

:r
~ ·received in Wrttb]g In the office of the
···' · · ·'• ,, · : Secret&ey to the Commisa1on not later
-·The United Bt.ateS ImemaUcmal than noon WedneSday, June 21, 1978.
Trade Oommlsslon (Commt88fon> re- ' ·WrWeft statement& lnterest.ed parcelved advice from the Depart.mem of ties may submit statement.a in writing
the Treasury <Treasury> on J'une 9, 1n ~u of, and tn addition to, appear19'18, that. during the coune of deter· &nee at the public hearing. A signed
m1nfns whether to Institute an invest!· original and nineteen true copies of
ption with respect to methyl alcohol
from Canada tn accordance· wtth sec- such statements should be submitted.
tion 201Cc> of the AntldumplD& Act, To be assured of their being given due
1921, u amended <19 U.S.C. 160Cc», ·consideration by the -Commlsslon.
Treasul7 had concluded from the tn- ~-such· statements should be received
formation developed durina ttB pre- not later . than Thursday June 22
· 11m1nary lnvestllatton that t.bel'e Is
'
•
·substantial doubt that an lndustr7 m .-1978~
.,. - .
-:.... :.i-·
t e UD1ted 8t&tes ill 'be1Da or iii Ukeb' ·.
~er of the CommlMlon.
~

J

_. ......._

-:~~a:'.::O~tbe~

By

-~~June20.197a

,_.::
.,.
portatlon of this merchandise Into Ule · · · ···-· ' · · KzmniHR. M'.AsoR
~~ ~18Therel9'18fo!!:...t._htuetedCotlUDl&-in
u1 .· . . : , . ,
. . Secretan,.
· ·9&UA1 on oune
'
• umw
q • ~- ia'H Doc.. tB..11480 Piled t-11-78; 9:44 aml
. ry AA1921-lnQ.-13, Under section
j"
I01<c><2> of ·f.bat act. to 4etermme
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sfon In Washingt.cm. D.C.. and a the Determtnation
Commission's office in New York Citl',
On the basis of information develand by Publishlna the origlna.l notice oped during the course of this inquiry,
in the Fm>ERAL RDnsTa on June 22. we do not determine that there is no
1978 C43 FR 26800>.
reasonable Indication that an industry
'nut Treasury Instituted Its Invest!- In the United States Is being or ls
p.tion alter receivtng a properly filed likely t.o be injured, or 18 prevented
complaint on May 2, 1978, from the &
trom being established, t by reason of
L du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., the Impartation of methyl alcohol int.o
Wllmington. · Del. The Treasury's the United States from Canada allegnotlce of it.a antidumping proceedl.ng edly sold at less than fair value
wu published in the FmlERAL RBoISTBll <LTPV.l as Indicated by the Depa.rt.
of June 14, 1978 <43 FR 25758>.
ment of the Treasury.
On the basis of information developed during the course of this inquiry Z>Ucwaion .
the Commission determines that there
Domestic production of methyl alcoiB a reasonable Indication that an in- hol decreased from 1973 to 1975 and
ctustry In the United States Is being or then increased in 1976 and 197'1. In
is likely t.o be injured, by reason of the 197'1, however, dome5tfc productlon
Impartation of methyl alcohol into the was lower than in 1973 and 1974. In
United States from Canada allegedly January through April 1978. producsold at less than fair value as indicated tion fell 7 percent below that of the
by the Department of the Treasury.• - correspandlng period of the previous
Vmws 0 ,. CHAlRMAN JosEPB o. PARKER year. Throug:iou~ this period. domesAllD
ColDIISBIONEBa GEOBGB M.
tic producers shipments were about
Moou ill> CATHERDIZ BEDELL
equally divided \H!tween captive consumption and open-market consump.
On June 9, 1978. the United States tion. Two firms have ceased producInternati.onal Trade COmmfssion re- tton since 1975, and one has indicated
celved advice from the Department of curtailment of. plans to expand capac(7020-02}
the Treasury that. during the course ity.
of a. prellmfnary Investigation with reCapacity utilization has decreased.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
spect t.o metbyl alcohol from Canada, In 1977, capacity utilization was 11
COMMISSION
Treasury had concluded from the in- percent lower than In 1974. In January
formation available t.o it "that there Is through April 1978, capaCity utillza·
CAA1921-1Dq.-13:t
substantial doubt that an industry in tion was 71.3 percent, compared with
METHYL ALCOHOL FROM CANADA
the United States is being or is likely 77.6 percent in January-April 1977. Bet.o be injured by reason of the lmPorta.- tween 1976 and the first 4 months of
c-iPloll Determines ..A Rea-ble
tion of this merchandise lnt.o the 1978 the average monthly employIndication of Injury"
United States." On June 16. 1978, the ment of production and related work·
Commission instituted Inquiry No. ers in the manufacture of methyl alcoJULY 10, 1978.
On June 9, 1978, the U.S. Intema.- AA1921-Inq.-13 under section 201Cc><2> hol decreased froin 501 to 394.
Although domestic consumption of
tional Trade Commission received of the Antidumping Act. 1921, as
advice from the Department of the amended, t.o determine whether there methy alcohol has increased in recent
Treasury that, in accordance with sec- is no reasonable Indication that an In· years domestic producers' inventories
tion 201CcX1> of the Antidumping Act· dustry in the United states is being or of m~thYl alcohol have continued t.o
of 1921, as amended, an antidumping le likely t.o be lnJured. or ia prevented increase. In 1974, domestic producers'
investigation waa being initiated with from betng established,· by reason of inventories of methyl alcohol aa a
respect to metbyl alcohol from the Importation of such merchandise, share of shipments were 8 percent. In
19'1'1, the share was "20 percent, and
Canada. and that, pursuant t.o section Into the United State&
data for the first 4 months of 1978 in·
20l<cX2> of the act. information deveJ.•Vice Chairman BID Alberger and Com- dicate thaf this trend of increasing in·
oped during Treasury's preliminary mvestiption led t.o the conclusion that missioners George M. Moore and Catherine ventorles has continued.
that, on the basis of lnfOFData on the financial performance
there ls substantial doubt that an in- Bedell determine
develoPed during the counie of thJa
dustry in the United states la being or matlon
Inquiry. there la & reuonable Indication of U.& producers of methyl alcohol
is likely t.o be injured by re&aon of the that an Industry In the United States lit show a. deteriorating trend in their
importation of such methyl alcohol betng or I.II lllr.eiy to be Injured by reason of methyl alcohol operations since 1974.
int.o the United States from Canada. the Importation of methyl alcohol from The aggregate ratic;> of net operating
Accordingly, the Commission, on June Canada allegedly sold at less than fair value profit t.o net sales has declined from 38
16, rn78, instituted inquiry AA1921- as Indicated by the Departmeni of the percent in 1974 to 17.2 percent in the
Inq.-13 under section 20l<c><2> of the Treasury. Chairman J011eph O. Parker. con- first 4 months of 1978. Two producers
In this determination. does not de- indicated losses for both 1977 and Janact t.o determine whether there is no curring
that there ia no reasonable Indicareasonable indication that an industry termine
tion that an industry In the United States la uary through April 1978. Domestic
in the United States is being or is beJna or ls likely to be injured by reason of producers' average production costs
likely t.o be injured, or is prevented the Importation of methyl alcohol from per unit are increasing faster than the
from being established, by reason of Canada allegedly sold at les8 than fair . average value per pound of methyl al·
the importation of such merchandise value, as Indicated bJ the Department of cohol shipped. On two different occathe Treasury. Commissioners Italo H. Ab- sions within the past 2 years, cominto the United States.
A public hearing was held on June lond1 and Daniel Minchew determine that plainant DuPont has announced price
26, 1978, in Washington, D.C. Public there Is a reasonable indication that an In- increases which it could not sustain.
in the United sta&es la lllr.ely to be Innotice of both the institution of the dustry
jured by reason of the lmportaUan of
inquiry and ol Ute hearing was duly methyl alcohol from canada allegedly sold
•Prevention of establishment of an Indusgiven by posting copies of the notice at at less than fair value as Indicated b7 the try In this inquirey la no& In question and
the Secretary'll Office in the Commis- department of the Treas\1?7.
•
will not be discussed further ID these views.
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Since Url8, the .average ft!tte per tablfshed. 1 by reason of the lmport&pound of shipments from A1berta OllS, tton of merchandise allegedly sold m
Chemicals, Ltd., the only CanadJan ez. the United States ·at less than fair
porter, bas been eonsiBtentl)' lower·' value <LTFV>-. Thm inquiry, inStituted
than the corresponding value for U.S. on June UJ, 1978, concerns methyl alproducers' shipments by a significani cohol from C&nada.
margin, given the- quantities shipped Detenninaticm
(357.7 million pounds> and the duty
On the basis ot fnfcmnatton deftlimposed on· methyl alcohol Cl.1 cents
per pound>• The difference between oped during the course of this tnciufl'7•.
the value of the Canadian product and I determine that there Is a reasonabltt
the U .8. product can be complet.ely m> Indication that an lndustQ In the
counted for by the alleged LTF'V United States Is being or is likely to be
lnJured bJ' reason of the Importation
margin of 1.8 cents per pound.
Imports of methyl alcohol from of methyl alcohol Into the United.
Canada have increased from virtually States from Canada allegedly sold at
zero in 19'14 to 5.5 percent of total ap. lem than fair value as Indicated by the
parent U.S. consumption in 1977 or ap. Department of the Treasury <Tre&&proximately 11 percent of 197'1 U.S. ury).
ope~·market consumption. Im.ports in
ln,forma.ttcm regarding alkgecJ ma,...
the first 4 months of 1978 increased by
vtna of L'f'FV aaJes
more than 50 percent over the correTreasury advised the Comm!ssioD
sponding period of 197'1. Since 19'111,
imports from Canada have accounted that the petitioner alleged margins of
for 26 percent of the increase in U.S. LTPV ll&Jes of 48~ ot the U.S. ma.rt.et
Price or 32$- Q( · the home mart.et
open-naarket COD&UIJlption and 16 per- priee.:
•.- ,,
.
.:.. . . .
.
cent of the lncrea.,c;e in total consump.
tion.
A Beaonable Indication of In,Ju711
Three domestic producers prcmdea
Im1>01'U from Qinad4.-Since 111'14.
the Commission with information of
sales allegedly lost as a result ol Im-· import.a from Canada have increased
port.a sold at LTFV. While some of fJ'Olll vtrtu~ nothing to 358 million
these claims were difficult to verify ~· pounda in 1977, up to 5.5 percent of
cause of transfer shipping, the Com- tot.al U.S. consumption. The increase
mission's investigation indicates that a in im.Ports appears to be continuing in
significant volume of sales may have 1978. Since about half of U.S. conbeen lost to Canadian import& Alberta sumption is captive Cby domestic proGas Chemicala. Ltd.. bas announced dueers themselvea>, impart.a from
plans to construct two additional can.ad& amounted to 11 percent of
plants for the production of metb.y'l al- open-market consumption in 197'1.
U.S. production.-1973 was the highcohol by 1983. The United States is a
major market for methyl alcohol Pft>- s Jeftl of production in the past 5
dnced b~ Albert& Gas Chemicals, Ltd; years. Domestic production declined
accounting for a substantial percent- ~·in 1974. sharply in 1975, and
recovered in both 19'16 and 1977, but
age of ibil production in 1977. ·
wu still slightly below the 1973 and
Omcluricm
11'14 levela In 19'1'1. Domestle produe>
On the basis of the information es- tllm during the first 4 months of 1978
tablished by this 30-day inquiry, we. do ·was below that of the corresponding
a determine that there iB no reason- period of 19'17.
Utilization of p_roductitJe Cfl,JIQ.Cit7.. able indication that an Industry In the
lTDited States is being or is likelJI to be . In 1974. capacity utillmtion was 90
Injured bF reason of imports alleaed to percent. It dropped sharply to -65 percent In 1975 before climbing back to 79
be sold at LTFV.
percent In 197'1. Plgures for the first,.
· · 8n'l'EllERT or REAsollS or V1e11
months of 1978 show a decline back to
ClL\lRJIA1l1 BILL ALBEllGD
71 percent, from the 78 percent experienced during the first 4 ·montba of
Bfatutory criteria of aection zot<cxn
U the Secretary of the Treasury con-

cludes, during a preliminary investlga.
Uon under the Antidumping Act, 1921,
II amended. that there is substantial
doubt regarding possible injury to an
lndustry·in the United States, he shall
forward to the U.S. International

Trade Commission <Commission> his
reasons for such doubt. Within 30 daya

Of receipt of the Secretary's reasons.
'he Commission shall determine
whether there is no reasonable in~
tlon that an industry In the United
States is. being or is likely to be inJured, or is prevented from being es-

urn.

E~-The data available to
us shows a decline in the average
monthly number of production and related workers engaged in the production of methyl alcohol from 501 in
1978 to 394 in the first 4 months of
1978.
Prolltalnlity.-Aggregate data for
domestic producers show generallJ' increasing net sales and net operating
profit.a from methyl alcohol siMe
·~tta:n ~ ~biishmait

ol:' oo

~

t1'7 In this Inquiry Is not in question md 't"1fil
not be dJsculi&ed fW"Uler In

~iein

velv.18.

UJT4. However, the rstte ol nel operating profit.a to net sales haa declJned ·
from 38 percent In 19'14 to 1'7.2 percent
In the first 4 months of 1978. Two of
the eight producers show losses for
!9" an~ early 19'18..
lntienlorie$.-8ince 1974, yem--encltnveratori~ of methyl alcohol have increased ~~ as a percentage of
shipments..
...
~--mnoe
191'· tllie avemge
value pel'/' Jl)Ound for the maJor import..
er's sbismient.s bas remained below the
corresponding value for U.S. producers' sbipments b7 a margin which·
could be completely accounted for by
the alleged LT'.PV margin of 1.8 cen&s
per pound Sin~ August of 1977, tJMt-.
major importer's weighted average
price to it.a four principal customen
has a!s@ been lower than U.S. producers. This appears to be due to the
major importer's price on shipments
to one U.S. producer which receives
~producers' prices. No comparable
price data wns received from any U.8.i.
produeens. sfDce none of their fov.
principal customers were other U.S.·
producers. The average unit value al
methyl alcohol shipped by the major
importer to trading companies and
end usen WBB higher than that of U.S.
producers in both 19'78 and 19'1'1, but.
was lower than that of U.S. producera
during the first 4 months of 1978. The
average value per pound shipped by
U:S. producers Increased between 19'18
and 197'1, and increased further durhW
January-April 19'78. However, average .
unit production costs have increased
at a faster rate. indicating the possibil·
ity of price suppression.
Lo3t Sa.le&-Tb.e staff was able t.overtfy one source to which U.S. pro.
ducers clatin to have lost sales. This
source has purchased large quantities
of Canadian methyl alcohol In recea
months.
\
Conclu.rioa ·
In 30 day Inquiries, the Cotnm.fssf<>D'

need only find a reasonable indication
of injury. Data on domestic production and capacity utilization shows no
clear trends. Inventories are growing,
profitability and employment seem to
be declining, and imports from Csnada
are Increasing. OUJ' data on prices Is
somewhat confusing, as we appear to ·
be comparing apples and oranges at.
one point. The passibility of price sup.
pression Is clearJ.7 present. and we do
have one verified lost sale.
While all factors do not point in the
same direction, on balance I believe
there Is g ". • • reasonable indication
that an indu.stey in the United State.
is being or is likely to be Injured • • •
bv reason of the importation of
methyl slcohol into the United States
from Cmlad&".
ff Tire~ illi!a~ &B!G3 QI:, ll..TF:r ~
th!s iril"76S~~~ ~e Commission will
~ called u~ oo determine whether
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thfs lndusbT la Indeed being Injured
by reason of such LTPV sales. In this
oplnton. 1 am cenalnly not prejudging
that case. In fact, it will be import.mt.
to tllia Commissioner to get better
data on several factors. particularly
prices.

creased Imports In the fUture. Based
cation that. an Industry In the United on these facts we find there Is a reastates Is likely to be injured by reason· aonable Indication that the domestic
of the Importation of methyl alcohol 'methyl alcohol Industry likely to be
18
into the United States from Canada
allegedly sold at less than fair value as injured.
indicated by· the Department of the
By order of the Commission: ·
findfng that there la a reasonable fndl-

Treasury.

REASONS OJ'
COMMISSIONER ITALO R. Am.oln>I •
On T....,.e 9 , 19.,s, the· United States

The antidumplng complaint filed
with Treasury by du Pont alleges that
because of th& lmportati~n of methyl
e1 W£
alcohol from C8nada at less than fair
International Trade Commission re-· value <LTFV>, the complalnant <du
celved a.dvtce from the Department of Pont> and other domestic producers
the Treasury that during the course of
be•-~ injured b
f lost
11-1~ft~ lnvest•-tfon
witb re- · sales
are and
aua
Y reason o ·
a Pre............
16..
_.,
price suppression.
spect to methyl alcohol from C&nada,
Treasury had concluded from the in· Mo.rlut ,Penetrutton lip imi>arta from
formatlbn available to it "that there Is
Ctmada
substantial doubt that an industry in
Imports of Canadian methyl aicohOi" ·
the United States Is being or Is litely comprise the bulk of U.S. Imports.'
to be injured by reason of the Import.a- The Canadtsm industry Is composed of
tfon of thls merchanc:Hse into the · two flrma. Alberta Gaa Chemicals,
United States." Actinll upon this Ltd., which accounts for approximate&dvice, the Commission, on June 18. ly 85 percent.. ot the methyl alcohol
19'18, instituted Inquiry No. AA1921- produced in Canada, and Celanese
Inq.-13. under section 20Uc><2> of the Chemical co., Ltd. Only Alberta OU
Antidunlptng Act. 1921, aa amended. to". exports methyl alcohol to the United
determine whether there Is no reason· States. In 19'1'1, Alberta exported a
able Indication that an Industry In the v~ Iarp proportion of its annual
United States Is being or Is litely to be· production to the United States. Im·
fnJured. or Is prevented from being e&-:. ports from C&nada have Increased
tabllshed. bJ' reason of th& Import.a- from vfrtuall7 zero In 19'14 to 358 mfJ.
tlon of such merchanc:Hse into the lion pounds In 197'1.• This represents
United States.
almost 10.9 percent of open-market apron
parent consumption. ID addition;
Detemdnat
·
during the period from January to
On the basis of Information devel- April 19'18, there has been an Increase
oped during the course of this inquiry. of near}7 10 percent In Imports ove:r
I determine that there Is a reasonable the corresponding period In 19'1'1. '!'ha
indication that an Industry In the continuous pattern of growth and IDUnited States Is likely to be injured, • creased market penetration reveals
by reason of the importation of the lfkellhood of injury to the domes.
methyl alcohol Into the United States tic industry•.
from Canada allegedly sold at less
The plam to eXJ)&Dd the Alberta
than fair value as Indicated by the De- Gaa operation offer further evidence
partment of the Tre&SUQ•
of ltkely 1nJury to the domestic tnduaDUcuasion
try. Alberta OU has plans to substanThe legislative Intent In the enact- . t1ally Increase Its capacity In stages
........t of ---+ion 291<c~2> of the Anti- during the next 4 years. The present
.._......
...,.,..
pattern of rapidly Increasing export.a
dumping Act, 1921, as amended, la "to · to the United Statea coupled with the
eliminate unnecessary and costly in- vast planned exP&11Slon of the Alberta
vestigations which are an &dm1nlstra- · Oas operation. with lta probable &ddJ.
tive burden and an Impediment to tlonal Increase In exports to the
trade." • This Intent la effectuated United Statee ·presents the lfkellhOod
when the Commtsston determines. of serious injuey to the U.S. industry.•
pW"Sua.nt to section 20Uc><2>. that ·
Unlike the situation in the investlga,.
"there Is no reasonable Indication that tton of me'thyl alcohol from Brazil,
a domestic Industry la being or la lfkely there Is present a continuous pattern
to be injured" by reason of the subject of lnc:reaslng Imports currently affect- ,
imports, thereb>? ellmln&ting an UD- ins 11 percent of the open market.
necessary, costly, and burdensome in-· with the lfkellhood of greater
vestigation by Treasury. The Information obtained In thfs Inquiry requires a
'Canadian-produced methyl alcohol -.
counted for 88 percent of the total U.S. Im•Commissioner Daniel Minchew concurs ports of methyl alcohol In 19'17.
•As a percentage of total consumption,
m theremilt..
•Prevention of establlsbmnent of an In· Imports from Canada have Increased from
dustry In tbJs Inquiry Is not In question and virtually O In 1974 to 5.5 percent In 197'1.
wtll not be discussed further In these views.
•we are not convinced by the argumeni
•See S. Rept.. No. 93-1298, 93d CODfl., 2d advanced In the Alberta brief that the Insess. p. 171, of the Committee on Plnanc:e of creased output from the expanded oper.
the U.S. Senate, whkh accompanied H.R. at.ion will be e:zported prlmaril7 to the Paurno. the bW which became tbe Trade Al:t c:1fle rim countries, and hence does not rep.
resent a threat to the domestic lndu.sU)'.
Of 19'14.

Kml:m R. MA8o1',
Secreta.11/.

S'r.ATEMERT 01'

JULY

11, 1978.

CPR Doc. 78-19489 Plied 7-lS-'f&; 8:46 amJ
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APPENDIX F
FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE OF TREASURY'S
WITHHOLDING OF APPRAISEMENT
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UOm
el"R m.21 and 153.27>. trom
eounsel acting on behalf of E. L du
Pont de Nemours & Company alleging
that methyl alcohol from Canada is
being, or ls likely to be, sold at less
than fair value within the meaning of
the Antfdumping Act, 1921, as amended <19 U.S.C 160 et aeq.> <referred to in
this notice aa "the Act">.
On the basis of this information and
· subsequent preliminary Investigation
by the CUstoma Service, an "Antidumplng Proceeding Notice'' was publfshed In the FEDERAL REGISTER of
June 14, 1978 C43 FR 25758).Methyl alcohol, commonly called
methanol, ts classfflable under item
numbers 427.9600 and 427.9700 of the
Tari!f Schedules of the .United States
Annotated
TENTATIVE DETERMINATI01'

or SALES' AT

Lzsa 'I'BAll FAIR V AWE

AGENCY: United States TreUury De·

On the basis of information developed In the Customs investigation and
for the reasons noted below, pursuant
to section 20l<b> of the Act <19 U.S.C.
160Cb)), I hereby determine that there .
are reasonable grounds" to believe or
suspect. that the purchase price of
methyl alcohol from Canada is less, or
likely to be less, than the fair value,
and thereby the foreign market value,
of such or similar merchandise.

pa.rtmem..

STATEMENT OF REASONS ON WHICH

C••rHaU

. . :-: ~ :. OMl1uf th s.aidu'Y ~

·:

llllllYL.ALCOHOI. PllOM CANADA
Antldumplng; Withholding of Approiaemenl
Notice

·'

Tms

0ErDunNATION IS BASED
AcrION: Withholding ot Appra.fsement.
nieLreasons and bases for the above
SUMMARY: Thia notice is to advWe tent.a.t.ive determination are as follows:
a. Scope of~ Investigation. It apthe public that there are reasonable
grounds to believe or suspeic:t that . pears that virtually all imports of
there are salea of methyl alcohol methanol from Canada were manufac·
<methanol> from Canada t.o the United tured by Alberta Gas Chemicals, LimState. K less than f&lr val..e wU.hln ited <hereinafter referred to as
the· meaning of the Antidumping Act, AGCL>. Therefore, the investigation
1921. Sales at less than fair value gen- has been limited to this manufacturer.
b. Basia of Comparison. For the purerally -·occur when the price of merchand!.lle sold for exporta.Uon t.o the pose of this tentative determination,
United States ts less than the price of the proper basis of comparison apsuch or slmllar merchandise sold ln pears to be between purchase price
the home market or to third countries. and the adjusted home market price
Apprafsement for the purpose of de- of such or slmllar merchandise. Purtermining the proper duties applicable chase price, as defined in section 203
to entries of this merchandise will be of the Act <19 U.S.C. 162>. was used
suspended for six months. Interested since U.S. sales compared were made
pesons are invited te comment on this to unrelated customers. Home market
aetien·not later than. Jan1lft17 18, 19'1&. price, as defined in § 153.2 of the Customs Regulations, was used for fair
EFFECI'IVE DATE: December 19; value comparison purposes since such
1978.
or similar merchandise was sold in the
POR F'OR'IHER INPORMA'nON home market in sufficient quantities
to provide an appropriate basis of com·
CONTACT:
parison.
Mr. Edward F. Haley, Operations Of·
In accordance with § 153.31<b>, Cusfleer, Duty Assesmient Division. toms Regulations <19 CFR 153.31Cb».
United States CU.stoma Service, 1301 pricing information was obtained con·constitution Avenue, NW, Washingcerning sales to the United States and
t.on, D.C. 20229, telephone <202> 566- in the home market during the 65492.
month period January 1, 1978 through
SUPPLEMENTARY INPORMATION: June 30, 1978.
On May 2, 1978, information was rec. Purckaae Prl.ce. For the purposes
eelved In pr0per form pursuant to of this tentative determination. the
ff 153;.21 tlDd 153.2'1, Cm&ama Regru. · purehaae price bM been calculated
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..,,...
based on prices to unrelated U.S. cu.
tamers with deductions for freight,
U.S. duty, a.ml S&les ·commission.
where appropriate. For the purpose Gt
making fair value comparisons customers were classified iB two groups: PrGducers of formaldeliyde and proclucera
of other than formaldehyde, since
sales to producers ot formaldehyde are
generally made at a different price
level than sales te other elassea of. C\18tomera.
Ill c&lcuI&tlng purchase price, so
called "swap.. transactions, whicll
appeaz m be common in the methanol
industry to. reduce freight expenses.
have not been considered. A swap
traosactiQil involves t.be. delivery of
the ~t by one methanol producer
to the customer ol a second, while the
second producer agrees at an undeteP- ·
mlned future time to deliver a compa.
rable amount to a customer of the·
first. No payment is exchanged. Swap
shipments between AGCL and United
States producers during the period ol
inlleStigat.ion involved about 8 millloa
gM}ona. or apprGxi!ll4tely 28 percent •
al total U.S. sales. Because the SWBIJ9
are not valued as such to permit
simple price comparisons, these salel
were · not used in making !air value

campadsons.

•

l.D. addition. AGCL made sales to a

United St.ates producer of metbanoL
These sales, whkb are refen-ed to aa
"co-producer" sales, were not included
within the price comparisons because
there were not sales to the same level.
o! trade In the home market. They affected less than 6 percent of an sales
to the United States.
d Home Market Price. For purposes
ol thia tentative determination, two
separate home mark.et prices have
been caleulated far fair value comparisons because AGCL sold methanol in
CU.ca t.o two dtati.nct classes of purchuer-p.roducens of form&ldehyde
and producers of other than formaldehyde. Deductions were made for
freight <QIQ; bl both instances, where
applicable..
e. Reswlb a/ l!a.iT Value Compari-'OllS. Using the above criteria, prellmiDalT llD&lysfs suggests that the purchase Price appear11 to be lower th&&

the home market price of such ur similar merchandise. qt>mparisons were
made on approximately 67 percent of
the met.ha.no! sold in the United
States by AGCL during the period of
investiga.t.ioo. Margins were tentatively found. ranging from 9.9 ~t to
108..B percent, on 100 percent of salea
compared.
The
weighted-average
margin computed over all salea compared was ~.3 percen~
Custmwi officers ate being directed
to withhold appraisement of methyl
alcohol from Canada in accordance
with f 153.48, Cuatoma Begulationa <19
CFR 153.48>.

...

BllT

Jn aeordanee with t J.H.•o• Custom.1
llegu1atiom <19 CPR W.4~ tntereated persons may present written views
ar arswnents, or request in writing
that the Seer:ebU7 al tbe . Tre8SUl7
&f1ord • oPPQl'tuaitv to piie9eD& ona

news..·
AD¥

•

ftquest that the Secretary el

the Trea:sury aff-Onl an opport.unit)' to
present oral views ahould be addressed
1D the Commissioner of Customs. 1361
Constitutioa Avezaue. NW., Washin&>ten, 0£. 2ll2n, bl time t.a be reeetoed
bf hb office not later than December
zt, lrnL SUch requests mllSt be aocompmrled ~ a at.atement crutlfntna the
ilBoes te be dUcualed.
any writtell views or aqument.a
stmuld J:ikewiae be addressed to the
Ormu:nissioner al Ctultcnm in time to
be recebled by his office mJt later than
Jmuary 18, 1979.. Ali persons submittinll written views er argumenta
should &VOicl repetitious and mere1¥
enmolative material. Counsel f.ar the
pettt.ianer and respondent are requested to serve all written submissions aa
ail otller OlllDBd mid - file t.bek &llbwitJa tale 0
Heer el.
Customs in 10 copies.
notice. w1*h w-pab!bhed puitsmnt to § 1Sl.35(b), CUst.ama Regulatilllm U9Cli'B lU.Ji(lt)}o ahaU become
eltective December i ... 197&. U shaH
cease to be effective at the expin.Uan
ol i mODtbs from the date el tllis pa}).
licatiDD, unless previouab' revoked ·
1

.. . _

nm

ROBERT

H. MUNDHEilll,

General Cmma'el of uu Trecuurv.
DECDDD 3, 197&.
CPR Dec. .,._35185 Filed 1%-18-78;

8:~
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APPENDIX G
FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE OF
TREASURY'S DETERMINATION OF SALES AT LTFV
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U090
awnbers 42'1..8600 and 427 .9'100 of the
'!Viff Schedules el lihe United Stat.es

AnnotMed.
Dn'l:Rlml&no11 or 8AL!:s AT Lms Tlwr
Ji'&ll VALm

(4810-22-,M)
Office •f . . s.cr•••...,

I hereby determine that, for the reasons stated below. methyl alcohol
from Canada is being, or is likely to
be, sold at less than fair value within
the meaning of section 201<a> of the
Act 09 U.S.C. leo<a».
STATDIENT OJI' REASONS ON WHICH THIS
DtiMMl'.1'ATION Is BASED

MEnm. ALCOHOL tlOM CAltMA '

The reasons and bases for the above
determination are as follows:
a. Scope of the lnvest1.uation. VtrtaAGENCY; U.S. Treamry D@a.Ttment. ally all imports of methanol from
Canada dartng the period covered by
ACTION: DetenninaUon of 8aJes at this lnvestl.gaUon were manufactured
Less Than Pair Value.
DY Alberta Oas Chemicals Limited
SUMMARY: Based upon an lnvestJp.- <AGCL); therefCJl'e. the lmeJtjgdton
tion It has been determined that was Umtt.ed to this manufacturer.
-b. Bari& Of Com.Pa~ For the purmethyl alcohol .._hanol> fl'om
Canada ta being sold at less than fair pose of oonaiderin& whether the mervalue within the meaning of the Antl- chandise in quest.Ion Ui beinc. or !s
dumplng Act, Ht21. Sales at less than Mkely to be. sold at less than fair .we
f&lr value generally occur when the 9.ithin the meaninc of the .Act. t.he
price of merchandiae for exportation proper basD of comparison ta between
to the United States 18 less than the pmchue pnce and t.he adlwsted bome
price of such or similar merchandise market price of such or similar merchandlse, Purchase price. as defined in
BOld In the home market. Thia proceeding ta being referred to the United leCtion t03 of t.he Act <lt U.S.C. 162>.
States International Trade Commts. was used alnce U.S. 811.lea were made to
slon for a determination concerning unrelated cust«>mem prior to the date
inJury to ui JndustrJ m tbe Umted of eiPortatlon of the merch&nd1ae.
Home market price. as defined in aecStates.
tion 153.2, CUstama Besul&Um (J.9
EFFECTIVE DATE: ll&rch 30, 1979.
CPR 118.2>. wu Wl8d for fair nlue
FOR FURTHER .INFORMATION comparison purposes alnce aueb Cll'
similar merchandise was sold In the
CONTACT:
home·-market In sufficient quantities
Mr. Edwa.rd P'. Baler, ·u.s. Customs to
provide an appropriate ba.s1a of <lOID·
Service, Duty Assessment Dtvtslon, parlaon.
ID .tllla cue. AQCL's home
1301 Constitution Avenue, N.W., market llJel aDCOUDted tor over 65
Washington, D.C. 20229, telephone percent of all sales to markets ether
(202) 566-1492. .
than the United 8tates, and O\'er
SUPPLEMENTARY IHP'ORMATION: of AGCL's total sales
the
On Ma1 2, 1978, fnfm:mation wu re- period lnveatlpted.
. celved m proper farm pursuant to
Consequently. Gill waa deemed adeff 153.26 and 153.27, Cast.oms Regula- quate to establish a home marki!t tor
tions <19 CFR 153.26, 1113.27), from E. purposes of prloe comparisons.
I. du Pont de Nemo'LDS and Company
In accordance with I 153.31<b), CUsalleging that methYl alcohol <metha· t.oms Regulatlona <II CFR 163.31Cb)),
nol> from Canada is belni. or ts Ukely prtclni information was obtained eonto be, sold at less than fair value cern.ing sales to the United States and
Within the meaning of the .Antldump. In the home market during the 8tng Act. 1921, as amended <19 0.8.C. month period .January 1. lt'la,
190 et seq.>. <Referred to tn this notice through June 30, 19'18.
as "the Act">
c. Purc:haM Pnce. For the purpose of
On the basts of thll Information and this detennh>at:Jon of aalea at less tha.n
subsequent prelimJnar)' lnvesttaatton fair value, the purchase price was calby the CUstoms Service•. a.n '"Ant1- culated based OD pziDeS to unrelated
dumplng Proceeding Rotlce" was pub- 11.S. customers with deductions· for
llahed In the FEDERAL .Ri:Gl51'1:1l of lreliht. U.S. dutr.. and sale& colllDlls.June 14. 1978 <43 FR 2571181. A -wltb- l.liim, where appropriate.
holdln& of Apprataement Notice" was
For the pul'PO&e8 ol ma.Jdng fAlr
published In the FEDERAL Rl!:GIST!:ll of value comparisons customers were
December U>. 19'78 <43 PR 59198).
classified Into three groups: Producers
I~d.l:.,,;
C:-.r.t.~.
~g .!movm n!l
~ fo~l!ehyde, !)l"O®cers of other
methanol, Ja classl.fi6ble under Item than formaidehyd.2, and oo-proclucero
Antld.,.... DDt.-!MliNI., s.i.. .......
. . hlr Vtllue

"urtng H"

off methanol, since lalea to ~
aiaaes Of custome'!3 were trenereBr
made at different price levels.
Jn t.he WU.hhold.lng ot ~t
Notice clted above, It was stated that
aJ.ea to U.S. co-producen were not i.
muded Within the price oomP8l'isoQa
because of ~e absence o! the . _
level of tzade within Canada That
notice Indicated that those co-prodlJC.
er sales to the U.S. accounted for less
than 6 percent of all sales to t.be
United States. It was subsequently dlacovered, however, that ales made to
ooe U.S. cuatomer at the CO·Producer
level inadvertently had not been re.
ported by the respondent as CO-.Pro. ducer sales. These co-producer sale&
accounted for 15 percent of the total
sales to the U.S. On the basis of the
new formation the Department has
decided t.b.&t sales to U.S. co-producers
should be mcluded within the price
comparisons for purposes of this ftna1
determination.
In calculating purchue price. eo
called "swap" transactions, which
appear to lHl common in the methanol
Industry to reduce freight expenses,
h&ve not been comddered. A swap
. transaction IDvolves the delivery of ·
the product by one methanol producer
to the customer of a second. The
aeccmd producer ~ to deliver a
-oomparable amount to a customer of
the first at M undetennlned futme
Ume. No payment la exchanged. Swap
shipments to O .S. customera of AGCL
and United States producers dur1nf
the period of lnveatlR&tlon Involved
about I million p.Dona of methanol, or
approximately 28 percent of AOCL'a
total U.S. sales. Because the swaps are
not ftlued aa such to permit llmPle
prlee com.parlsona, these alee were
net used In ma>rtn1 fair nlue comp&liacma.
•
The respondent has maintained that
Ute above nap tra.nsactlom are not
si.les · and. therefore, a.re outside the
ICOpe of the Act. Althoush nap •hlPmeDtl weN ·llOt included ta maklnl
price comparisons for purpoeea of tlUa
investigation, Treasury comlders any
f!Uch transactions tn which methanol
ls imported Into the U.S. from Canada
to be within the scope of the Antldwnplng Act and Ulua sab,tect to any
Finding of Dumping which subsequently may be issued. This would be
consistent with the treatment accordecS so-called swap shlpment.s to U.S.
eust.omen of Canadian producers of
potassium chloride <otherwise known·
as muriate of ,potaah.) from Canada.
(Finding of Dumping, December 19,
1969 CM PR !99M)).
d. Home Mtirket Price. AOCL sold
methanol In Canada to two distinct
classes of purchaser-Producers of for-

maldehyde and producers of other
tbrul -l'9!'!l'U',ldehyde. CoDSe(!uently, for
the p~ og this d.etermln&tlon of
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NOTICES
Treasury's consistent interpretatlOll
of§ 153.15 of the CUstoma Regulations
prices were calculated for fair value <19 CFR 153.15> has precluded the use
comparisons. Deductions were made of third-eountry sales as a basis for
for freight costs in both instances. making level of trade comparisons for
where applicable. In the case of sales fair value purposes. Moreover, ·the Deto one U.S. purchaser, which were partment has not considered sales at
made pursuant to a long-term flxed- different levels of trade in the U.& as
price contract renegotiated in July an appropriate basis for adjustment.a
1975, a home market price was calcu- in calculating fair value. Nevertheless.
lated baSed upon sales in Canada the Treasury baa in the past. considduring the months of June and July of ered cliUms for quantity disCounta m
that year. The purchaser contended differences in circumstances of sale, to
that the contract was concluded in- the extent the requirements for such
1973 and, that the price and quantity adjustments can be satisfied, which
terms renegotiated in 1975 included a have reached results comparable to a
reservation permitting either party to "level of trade" adjustment. Where
revert to the 1973 terms. Therefore, ft price differences result from differurged use of 1973 home market price ences in the levelB of· trade being
data. It has been determined that the served, and the cost of those differchanges to the contract concluded in ences can be quantified by reference
1975, involving such fundamental to verified added costs incurred due to
terms as price and quantity, require different marketing practices in the
that the 1975 renegotiation be treated foreign market under examination, an
as the date of agreement to purchase adjustment will be considered. Howevthe merchandise in question for pur- er, in this case no actual quantificaposes of the Act. Therefore, 1973
of such differences was presented.
home market prices cannot be used to tion
Accordingly, the Department has used
establish fair value.
In making price comparisons, sales sales at the nearest comparable level
to U.S. compa.nles characterized as of tradt, in this case sales to producers
"co-producers" were compared with of formaldehyde, for purposes of comsales in the home market to producers parison with sales to co-producers ID
ol formaldehyde because there were the United States.
In prior cases. the Department hu
no sales by AOCL to co-producers in
Canada. Although Celanese Canada, a noted that adjustments for differencea
producer of methanol in Canada, pur- in level of trade cannot always be aCchased methanol from AOCL during counted for satisfactorily by adjustthe period investigated, that methanol ments for differences in c1rcumstances
was for use in the production of for- of sale and quantity discounts. Since
maldehyde in Celanese Canada's facili- the issue here is a fundamental one,
ty in Western Canada. Celanese affecting many cases, it is deemed inCanada produces some methanol in advisable to depart from consisten~
that facility: however, methanol fa prior practice until a thorough review
produced there only as a by-product. of the issue has been completed and
The great bulk of Celanese Canada's any changes to that practice implemethanol fa produced in a facility lo- mented throagh a formal rule-maktna
cated in Eastern Cariada. Because the process.
Respondent made a claim for an adprices paid by Celanese Canada for
AGCL's methanol are generally reflec- justment for differences in quantities
Uve of prices paid by producers of for- relative to sales to one large U.S. promaldehyde. Celanese Canada fa not ducer of formaldehyde. Since adeconsidered to be a co-producer of quate documentation was not provided
methanol sales in the usual sense of pursuant to § 153.9 of the Customs
t.he term.
·
Regulations to Justify such an adjuat.Respondent maintained that sales to ment, that claim was diaallowed.
e. Reault of Fa.tr Va.lu Com.PQ.riaona;
a third-eountry co-producer should be
used as the basis for comparing prices Using the above criteria. U.S. purchase
to U.S. co-producers or, in the absence prices were found to be lower than the
of that, the price differential on home market price of such or similar
AGCL's sales in the U.S. to co-produc- merchandise in all instances. Compariers and sales to producers of formalde- sons were made on approximately 72
hyde be used for establishing the ad· percent of the methanol sold in the
Justment to the home market price. United States by AOCL during the
Georgia-Pacillc Con)., a U.S. co-pro- period of investigation. Margins were
ducer, also maintained that third· found ranging from 9.9 percent to
country experience should be used, or 108.6 percent on 100 percent sales
that, in the alternative, adjustments compared.
The
weighted-average
be made for volume discounts pursu- margin computed over all sales comant to § 153.9 of the Customs Regula- pared was 59.2 percent.
Uons <19 CFR 153.9> or for circumThe Secretary baa provided an op.
stances of sale, pursuant to § 153.10 portunity to known interested persona
U9 CFR 153.10).
to present written and oral views pur-

sales at less than fair value, two separate weighted-average home market

auant to 1153.40. CUstoma Replattom
<19 CPR 153.-lO)..: .
The U.S. International Trade Commisston ts being advised of this determination.
Thia determination ts being published pursuant to § 201<d> of the Act
(19 u.s.c. 160(d)).
MAllcB 23, 1979.
RoBDT

B. Ml11'Dll&IM.

General Counael
of the 7'Teclaurp.
CPR Doc. 79-9'139 PUed 3-29-79; 8:45 amJ
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APPENDIX H
DIAGRAM AND DISCUSSION OF METHYL ALCOHOL SYNTHESIS
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Diagram and Discussion of Methyl Alcohol Synthesis
Methyl alcohol production in the United States is based on either
high-pressure or low-pressure processes.

In 1978, SO percent of the U.S.

methanol production was based on high-pressure processes with the remaining SO
percent based on low-pressure processes.
In the high-pressure processes, synthesis gas (usually made by reforming
natural gas to yield a mixture of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and
hydrogen) is desulfurized, compressed to a pressure of about 5,000 psi, and
passed into a methanol converter.

The conversion of synthesis gas to methanol

takes place at 3000C in the presence of a zinc-chromium-oxide catalyst.

The

methanol-containing gas is then cooled, condensed, and purified by distillation to yield a product of 99+ percent purity.
In the high-pressure processes, only plants with a capacity over 400
million pounds per year can use the more efficient centrifugal compressors
driven by steam turbines.

The smaller capacity plants must use the recipro-

cating engines which are driven by electricity or fossil fuels.
Low-pressure processes operate at a pressure of about 1,000 psi and a
temperature of 225-27SOC due to the greater reactivity of the copper-based
catalyst used in the converter.

Production and maintenance costs for the

low-pressure processes are usually lower due to reduced compressor requirements and the use of centrifugal compressors.

A simpler converter design also

allows for rapid catalyst replacement which increases the plant's on-stream
time.
One disadvantage of low-pressure processes is that the copper-based
catalyst is easily poisoned by sulfur and halogens.

Any trace of these

elements in the synthesis gas will greatly decrease the efficiency of the
catalyst.
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The following diagram is a typical flowsheet of the methanol synthesis
process.

The difference between the high- and low-pressure processes would

occur primarily in the compression and conversion stages of the synthesis
process.

Figure H-1:

Schematic flow diagram for methyl alcohol synthesis.
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Table I-1.--Methyl alcohol:

U.S. production 1967-78

Year

Production
1,000 pounds

1970-------------------------~-------------------:

3,432,078
3,817,382
4,205,886
4,931,682

1971---------------------------------------------:
1972---------------------------------------------:
1973---------------------------------------------:
1974---------------------------------------------:
1975---------------------------------------------:

4,949,904
6,471,605
7,064,370
6,878,310
5,176,292

1976---------------------------------------------:
1977---------------------------------------------:
1978---------------------------------------------:

6,242,241
6,452,741
1/ 6,359,945

1967---------------------------------------------:
1968---------------------------------------------:
1969---------------------------------------------:

!/

Preliminary data based on monthly reports.

Source:

Synthetic Organic Chemicals, U.S. Production and Sales.
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Table I-2.--Methyl alcohol: Selected financial data for U.S. producers on
their methyl alcohol operations, by firms, 1976-78, January-March 1978,
and January-March 1979

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table I-3.--Price indexes of methyl alcohol, total
industrial commodities, and energy,_ 1950-77
(1967-100)
Methyl alcohol

Total
industrial
commodities

Energy

1950------------------------------------:

***

78.0

87.1

1951------------------------------------:

***
***

90.3
90 .1
92.6
91.3
91.2

Year

1953------------------------------------:
1954------------------------------------:
1955------------------------------------:

***

***

86 .1
84.1
84.8
85.0
86.9

1956------------------------------------:
1957------------------------------------:
1958------------------------------------:
1959------------------------------------:
1960------------------------------------:

***
***
***
***
***

90.8
93.3
93.6
95.3
95.3

94.0
99 .1
95.3
95.3
96 .1

1961---------·---------------------------:
1962------------------------------------:
1963------------------------------------:
1964------------------------------------:
1965------------------------------------:

***
***
***
***

***

94.8
94.8
94.7
95.2
96 .4

97.2
96.7
96.3
93.7
95.5

1966------------------------------------:
1967------------------------------------:
1968------------------------------------:
1969------------------------------------:
1970------------------------------------:

***
***
***
***
***

98.5
100.0
102.5
106 .o
110.0

97.8
100.0
98.9
100.9
106 .2

1971------------------------------------:
1972------------------------------------:
1973------------------------------------:

***

***

114 .1
117 .9
125. 9
153.8
171.5

115. 2
118.6
134. 3
208.3
245 .1

***
***

182.4
195.1

265.6
302.2

1952-----------------------------~------:

1974----------~-------------------------:

1975------------------------------------:
1976------------------------------------:
1977------------------------------------:

***

***
***

***

1/ In 1972 the industry converted from a delivered to an f. o. b. price basis,
and the list price was reported at * * * cents per pound.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce Official Statistics, and the Chemical
Economics Handbook, 1977.
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APPENDIX J
DEMAND FORECAST FOR METHYL ALCOHOL
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Demand Forecast for Methyl Alcohol

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX K
PRICING POLICIES OF AGCI/AGCL
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Pricing Policies of AGCI/AGCL

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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